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The Transient Reactor Test facility (TREAT) at Idaho National Laboratory (INL) is a
unique reactor capable of stressing test fuel during a power pulse transient. TREAT fuel is
composed of high enriched uranium (HEU) heterogeneous fuel; microscopic UO 2 fuel
grains with an average radius of 10 μm are randomly distributed in a graphite moderator
matrix. Microscopic heterogeneity separates the fuel grains, which produce heat from
fission, from the graphite moderator that provides the majority of temperature feedback
control (spectral hardening promoting core leakage) during a pulse. The proposed
conversion of TREAT to a low enriched uranium (LEU) heterogeneous fuel fundamentally
changes feedback mechanisms during a pulse. LEU fuel grains would provide a significant
amount of Doppler feedback within the fuel grains, in addition to feedback provided from
the graphite moderator. With TREAT providing conditions to stress a test fuel during a
pulse, a method to simulate feedback mechanisms of TREAT during a transient pulse is
necessary in order to provide boundary conditions to impose on a model of a test sample,

both for the current HEU and proposed LEU conversion fuel concepts. The demonstrated
method couples the heat energy and neutron diffusion transport equations taking into
account heat diffusion from fuel grain to graphite moderator (termed “time lag” in
literature) and varying feedback mechanisms (local Doppler broadening within fuel grains
and larger scale spectral hardening from the graphite moderator). The method is
implemented in the MAMMOTH code. A simplified reflected cube reactor based on
TREAT fuel contents is simulated; HEU and LEU fuel concepts are simulated with 20, 10,
and 5 μm radius fuel particle sizes assuming a spherical shape. Initial reactivity used to
initiate transients is varied from 0.98 %Δk/k (weaker) to 4.56 %Δk/k (stronger) for each
enrichment and particle radius. Lower resolution homogeneous models for HEU and LEU
fuels are also simulated for each reactivity showing the effect the method produces on pulse
simulations. The demonstrated method is shown to increase fidelity of a model by
accounting for feedback from heterogeneity at the local grain-level scale. LEU fuel requires
more inserted reactivity to achieve similar characteristics to a HEU baseline model. LEU
fuel particles do not achieve as high average temperatures as HEU fuel particles during
pulses with similar reactivity insertions. With increasing initial reactivity insertion, fuel
grain average temperatures move away from moderator average temperatures until
temperature peaking occurs. The method also shows that HEU fuel is indeed dominated by
moderator temperature while LEU fuel has a significant portion of its feedback driven by
fuel grain temperature.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of controlled fission, nuclear reactors have been built to harness the
benefits of fission energy. Differing nuclear reactors have been designed and built to
support the development of the nuclear energy industry; different reactors are designed to
meet different mission requirements, i.e., to generate power, test materials and phenomena,
breed fuel, produce isotopes, prove concepts, or some combination of these. As the need
for energy continues to grow, new technology for safe and economical production of
nuclear energy continues to be developed.
The restart of the Transient Reactor Test facility (TREAT) at Idaho National Laboratory
(INL) provides a transient test reactor to experiment with new designs of nuclear fuel.
TREAT is designed to subject reactor fuel to transient high-power conditions to test fuel
limits, while TREAT itself experiences a safe and self-controlled transient. A variety of inpile and ex-pile experimental instruments are integrated within TREAT to characterize fuel
responses [1].
TREAT is designed to conduct transients of varying shapes, including a self-limiting pulse
transient [1]. In addition to pulse shaping performed using control rods, a TREAT transient
also relies on temperature feedback from the reactor to control a transient. When control
rods are not used, the reactor self-limits its own power peak through temperature feedback
only. A transient is initiated by inserting positive reactivity, causing the fission rate to
increase. More fission events produce more heat within fuel elements from fission energy
deposition. This in turn raises the temperature of the reactor fuel. An increase in
temperature results in a Maxwellian shift in the thermal spectrum, decreasing the fission
cross section and thus the number of fission events, allowing more neutrons to either be
absorbed or leave the reactor fuel. The decrease in fission events then limits and reduces
the power level in the reactor preventing temperatures from reaching high enough values
to cause structural and material degradation and failure. The reactor will naturally return
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to a new equilibrium power and temperature distribution where production and loss of
neutrons are balanced, until control rods are driven into the core.
As the ability to control and naturally limit transient power is essential to the mission of
TREAT, understanding the multi-physics interactions occurring within TREAT fuel is vital
for modeling and predicting transient behavior of TREAT. If the behavior of the reactor is
well known, then a reduction in uncertainty on the conditions imposed on the experiment
from the reactor is possible. Advanced modeling of the multi-physics interaction of
temperature feedback is possible with MAMMOTH [2], which can be used to couple
governing equations for heat and neutron transport.
With these new modeling and simulation tools, which were not available for most of
TREAT’s operation, methods have been developed within this dissertation to simulate
complex multi-physics and multi-scale behavior of TREAT fuel during a transient. TREAT
fuel is made of small and randomly distributed UO2 grains surrounded by a graphite matrix
along with some non-graphitized carbon. With heat from fission largely produced in the
fuel grains while the graphite moderator largely determines the neutron slowing down
spectrum, the temperatures of both local (micro-scale) fuel grains and average (macroscale) bulk moderator influence neutron physics.
Even with modern computational power, explicitly modeling of all micro-scale fuel grains
through an entire TREAT reactor core simulation is numerically intractable. The usual
modeling approach is to homogenize moderator and fuel grains together and assume they
are both at the same temperature, sacrificing heterogeneous behavior phenomenon. Distinct
treatment of heterogeneity has been previously termed “time lag” [3]. The time lag
terminology is a result of the delayed thermal feedback that naturally results from the time
needed for heat to diffuse from fuel grains to surrounding moderator. The work completed
to date has focused on high enriched uranium (HEU), such as is present in TREAT fuel.
The proposed conversion of TREAT to a low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel concept [4] has
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potential to significantly change feedback mechanisms of TREAT fuel, including the effect
of time lag.
1.1

Motivation

To improve modeling and simulation capabilities of TREAT with MAMMOTH, a new
method is needed to couple the multi-scale and multi-physics needs of TREAT fuel during
a pulse regardless of fuel enrichment. Future design changes to the micro-structure of this
fuel strongly affect feedback mechanisms altering transient behavior. Micro-structural
design changes involve enrichment levels, grain geometry characteristics, and fuel grain
spacing. Modeling and simulation varying design variables informs the design process
about the potential changes to TREAT behavior.
The feedback behavior of TREAT during a pulse determines the maximum flux and flux
spectrum that TREAT may impose on an experimental configuration loaded in the core.
Of particular interest are the characteristics of a pulse, such as power produced in a TREAT
transient or flux spectrum, as such characteristics relate proportionally to experiment target
parameters. Accurate simulation of dynamic micro-scale feedback mechanisms will reduce
uncertainties in the TREAT pulse transient characteristics.
Improvements in modeling fidelity will benefit experimenters both before and after a
transient test. With simulations informing the design of experiments, utilization of TREAT
capabilities may be improved with focused experiments. Experimentation results after a
test are interpreted more readily with simulation insights providing links between physics
behavior and anticipated experimental results. Experiment results also provide much
needed validation data for simulation models.
1.2

Objectives

In developing of a new method to handle the multi-scale, multi-physics coupling of
TREAT during a pulse transient, the objectives of this study are to focus on three outcomes:
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1.

Development of a method utilizing the MAMMOTH code that can leverage a
micro-scale solution to augment a macro-scale cross section update, which
allows characterization of TREAT’s response to a transient pulse while
including micro-scale effects of fuel heterogeneity.

2.

A verification of the method approach by comparing the solution from the new
method to that of an analytic solution, where available, and to previously
verified solutions.

3.

A demonstration of the new method by comparing transient solutions that
illustrate the influence of fuel particle radii and enrichment within TREAT fuel.

1.3

Document Overview

Topics that have been introduced previously are further detailed in the remainder of this
dissertation. A survey of relative literature of multi-scale, multi-physics, and
homogenization techniques is included to create a general foundation and familiarity with
terminologies commonly used. To understand the specific application of the method
developed here, two foundational items are discussed: (1) the modeling tools upon which
this work relies to address multi-scale heterogeneity and multi-physics coupling, (2)
TREAT and the physics specific to TREAT which have necessitated the development of
this work.
Next, details of the multi-scale, multi-physics pulse method (MMPM) developed here
using MAMMOTH are described. The process is verified in parts, then culminates in a full
verification of all MMPM mechanisms operating together. Verification is built up in
complexity from the simplest parts, such as heat transfer, to more complex mechanisms
consisting of previously verified parts, such as heat transfer coupled to neutron cross
sections. Confidence in the final level of complexity, the full MMPM, is achieved by
building confidence from verification of lower levels of complexity.
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MMPM is applied to a model problem relating to TREAT. MMPM’s process is shown for
both HEU and LEU fuel configurations. A MMPM demonstration showcases the strengths
of MMPM coupling, the physics of the problem, and some potential uses of MMPM.
Finally, the accomplishments and applicability of MMPM are summarized.
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2

SURVEY OF LITERATURE

The concept of simplifying an unwieldy problem into a manageable and solvable problem
producing a solution that is relatable to both high-fidelity and simplified approaches is a
common practice in engineering. The heterogeneity of many problems requires
homogenization to reduce the complexity of the problem. Homogenization techniques have
been developed and provided in literature for various engineering applications.
Homogenization techniques remove the heterogeneity of the domain and substitute
representative macro-scale characteristics or properties. For example, consider a sloping
beach along an ocean covered in varying sizes of pebbles. A person walking up this beach
does not consider the individual dips and cracks between every pebble, but instead notices
a general slope upwards from the ocean. However, place a small insect, like an ant, on the
same path and the ant’s path would dip and curve with each individual pebble even though
the general trend would be sloped upwards. This example helps illustrate commonalities
of homogenization techniques found in literature. Aggregate observations from literature
related to nuclear engineering, thermal/mechanical engineering, and mathematics is
presented herein with the goal of showing applicable methods to a heterogeneous coupled
neutron and energy transport problem.
After the review of homogenization techniques, an exploration into multi-scale and multiphysics applications and terms is presented. Multi-scale methods primarily deal with the
influence of information from either the macro-scale or micro-scale on governing equations
for the corresponding partner’s scale. Multi-physics methods deal with governing
equations that are coupled together when one set of governing equations affects variables
found in another different set of governing equations at the same or similar scale.
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2.1

Homogenization Techniques

The most basic of homogenization techniques commonly found throughout engineering
and physics applications is homogenization through simple weighted averaging. The
weighted arithmetic mean is
𝑋=

∑ 𝑤𝑋
,
∑ 𝑤

1

with 𝑋 denoting the value being homogenized, 𝑤 is the weight, 𝑁 is the total number of
values being averaged, and subscript 𝑖 denotes the specific value or weight associated with
that value. The weighted harmonic mean is
𝑋=

∑

𝑤𝑋
∑ 𝑤

.

2

The asymptotic expansion homogenization (AEH) method is a general homogenization
method independent of the area of physics [5], [6]. With a microscopic heterogeneity
denoted by 𝜀, the limit as 𝜀 approaches zero is evaluated to produce a homogeneous domain
eliminating the heterogeneity. A AEH method may be applied to problems that have more
than two scales of heterogeneity [6]. For example, an intermediate scale in a three-scale
problem is treated as the microscopic heterogeneity 𝜀 related to the largest scale. The
smallest scale is treated as the 𝜀 relating to the intermediate scale. The solution of
eliminating the smallest heterogeneity is applied to the intermediate scale to remove the
heterogeneity of the intermediate scale.
Various specific homogenization techniques have been published relating to homogenizing
specific material properties needed in governing equations. Homogenization of thermal
conductivity is addressed in a review paper covering many models [7]. In this reference,
the Maxwell model for non-interacting, randomly distributed spheres in a medium gives
an effective material thermal conductivity of
𝑘 =𝑘

𝑘 + 2𝑘 + 2𝑉𝐹 (𝑘 − 𝑘 )
,
𝑘 + 2𝑘 − 𝑉𝐹 (𝑘 − 𝑘 )

3
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where 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity and 𝑐, 𝑑, and 𝑒 denote the property from the
continuous material, the discrete material, and the effective material, respectively. The
discrete volume fraction is given as 𝑉𝐹 = 𝑉 /(𝑉 + 𝑉 ) with each volume, 𝑉, identified
by subscript.
The Jefferson, Witzell, and Sibbitt theoretical model [7] differs from the Maxwell model
in that a spherical particle is now considered a single particle contained at the center of a
continuous material cube. The cube with the particle is assumed to repeat throughout the
domain of interest, often termed a unit cell. The effective thermal conductivity for this
model is given as
𝑘 =𝑘 1−

𝜋
4(1 + 2𝑛)

where 𝑛 = 0.403𝑉𝐹 (
𝑘 =𝑘 𝑘

⁄ )

+

𝜋
4(1 + 2𝑛)

(0.5 + 𝑛)𝑘 𝑘
,
0.5𝑘 + 𝑛𝑘

4

− 0.5 and 𝑘 is given as

2𝑘
𝑘
2
ln −
.
𝑘 −𝑘
𝑘
𝑘 −𝑘

5

The Donea variational model [7] provides both an upper (+) and lower (-) effective thermal
conductivity bounds. If these bounding equations produce the same effective thermal
conductivity, then the idealized homogenized thermal conductivity has been found. The
model equations for spherical particles are given as
𝑘 = 𝑉𝐹 𝑘 + (1 − 𝑉𝐹 )𝑘 ,
𝑘 =

𝑘𝑘
𝑘 + (1 − 𝑉𝐹 )𝑘

,
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with
𝑘=

𝑘 [𝑝 + 2 + 2𝑠(𝑝 − 1)]
,
𝑝 + 2 − 𝑠(𝑝 − 1)

8

where 𝑝 = 𝑘 ⁄𝑘 and 𝑠 = (𝑎⁄𝑏) with 𝑎 being the radius of the spheres and 𝑏 being the
half distance (half-pitch) between the two closest spherical particle centers of an irregular
lattice.
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Neutron cross sections may be considered to be material properties similar in concept to
thermal conductivity. In a multi-energy-group application, homogenization of neutron
cross sections over a unit cell produces cell- and energy-averaged group constants for each
neutron energy group over which homogenization is performed [8]. The general approach
for any macroscopic cross sections is given as
∫ Σ(𝒓, 𝐸)𝜙(𝒓, 𝐸)𝑑𝑉𝑑𝐸

∫
〈Σ 〉 =

,
∫

9

∫ 𝜙(𝒓, 𝐸)𝑑𝑉 𝑑𝐸

where 𝐸 is the upper and lower neutron incident energy bounds of group 𝑔 denoted by the
subscript, 𝑉 is the volume of the unit cell being homogenized, 𝒓 is the position vector, Σ is
the macroscopic cross section being homogenized, and 𝜙 is the neutron scalar flux. Using
simplifying assumptions, such as a constant macroscopic cross sections throughout each
material, make equation 9 become similar to equation 1 with the weights being the volume
multiplied with the scalar flux of that energy group.
The pebble bed reactor design introduces doubly heterogeneous complexity into a model
due to the TRISO particle structure itself (a micro-sphere of fuel encased in multiple
different coatings) due to dispersion of such particles within a graphite pebble. For
reactivity analysis, a reactivity equivalent physical transformation (RPT) approach [9] has
been used to remove the larger scale heterogeneity of the graphite pebble and TRISO
particles system by grouping material into two materials, smeared TRISO and graphite
materials. The relative volumes are adjusted to where the k-eigenvalue of the
heterogeneous unit cell and the RPT unit cell are equivalent. Keeping the two materials
separate allows them to be at independent temperatures during a simulation [9], [10].
A comparison of a one-temperature (thermal equilibrium) model to a two-temperature
(thermal non-equilibrium between particle and graphite) model for TRISO homogenization
for both steady state and transient conditions is discussed in Ref. [11]. The two-temperature
model reaches a higher average temperature than the one-temperature model due to an
increased heat resistance for generated heat moving from the fuel to the coolant boundaries
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during the steady state conditions. For transient conditions, the one-temperature model
responds quicker to transient changes due to the two-temperature model have greater
thermal inertia.
The method of homogenization in coupled multi-physics simulations is explored in Ref.
[12] for TRISO fuel between the two-temperature model and two different averaging mean
techniques, equations 1 and 2 herein. Results from the harmonic mean (equation 2)
homogenization predict the highest axial temperature peak. The two-temperature model
predicts the next highest axial temperature peak with the arithmetic mean (equation 1)
providing the lowest axial temperature peak result.
Homogenization of TRISO fuel containing plutonium isotopes has been shown to affect
the neutron flux solution by removing phenomenon present in the heterogeneous model.
For these TRISO particles, the size of a microscopic particle is larger than the mean free
path (MFP) of a neutron when at a resonance energy level of a plutonium isotope.
Resonance neutrons are absorbed on the edges of a TRISO fuel particle in the plutonium
more than in the center, a phenomenon termed as “self-shielding.” When homogenizing a
TRISO particle, self-shielding is reduced due to the combination of a fuel particle and
surrounding moderator into a single homogeneous material. [13]
Illustrating a need to explicitly model the materials affecting neutronic feedback for TRISO
fuel during a transient event, Ref. [14] and Ref. [15] compare the calculated maximum
power from the coupled code CYNOD-THERMIX. The homogenization method uses a
homogeneous fuel kernel with heat generation throughout the homogeneous material to
transfer heat to the graphite moderator. A homogeneous TRISO fuel kernel temperature
and a surrounding graphite moderator temperature provide the feedback temperature to the
coupled neutronics code. A heterogenous model explicitly models each fuel kernel with
heat production limited to fuel material. Heat must diffuse from the center region of each
fuel kernel, through TRISO layers, and then into the graphite moderator. [15]
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Movement of heat from generating sources is affected when homogenizing generating and
non-generating materials together. The homogeneous model overestimates the reactor peak
power by nearly 533 percent over the heterogeneous models. The heterogeneous models
allow the fuel temperature, which relates to Doppler feedback, to reach higher temperatures
than the homogeneous model and to reach those peak temperatures sooner. Higher
temperatures at an earlier time produce stronger Doppler feedback sooner in the
heterogeneous model compared to the homogeneous model. [14], [15]
In regard to composite materials, highly transient conditions, such as pulses, are not
modeled well with a homogeneous material for distributed heat sources. A generalized
criterion for homogenization for heat conduction in composites, found in Ref. [16],
establishes baseline requirements. The criteria are:
1. Physics governing equations should not be violated.
2. Changes in scale or orientation do not affect the solution.
3. Microscopic constituents must remain proportionally distributed to maintain
macroscopic properties consistent within symmetric segments.
4. Applying homogenization to well-known benchmarks from literature should
produce appropriate results.
5. Macroscopic boundary conditions must be maintained during homogenization.
Criterion 1 assures that homogenization continues to represent realistic physics. The
representation must apply for any coordinate system at any scale of homogenization
according to criterion 2. Criterion 3 addresses homogenization regions that must not misrepresent microscopic constituent distributions due to changes in distributions; this
criterion is violated when breaking symmetry by choosing homogenization regions that
cross-cut microscopic symmetric segments. Criterion 4 verifies the approach is consistent
with other available solutions showing known effects of the homogenization. Criterion 5
maintains that the homogenization does not change boundary conditions defined by the
specific problem description.
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2.2

Multi-scale and Multi-physics Approaches

This research involves simulations with varying length scales and the need to couple
different physics models together. Literature references are consulted for previous
experiences and examples of how multi-scale approaches are applied when considering
problems with widely varying domain scales.
The basic definitions of multi-scale and multi-physics are presented in Ref. [17]. Models
dealing with processes, which influence other processes and are described with differing
governing equations at the same scale, are categorized as multi-physics. Models dealing
with processes at different scales, which influence other processes, are categorized as
multi-scale. Many applications across a wide range of fields require both multi-scale and
multi-physics models.
The actual method for implementation of either multi-scale or multi-physics usually relies
on coupling sets of governing equations together. “Equation coupling” has terms in a
governing equation which contain variables found directly in other governing equations.
“Constitutive law coupling” has a constitutive law depend on the solution field, such as
Fourier’s law of thermal conductivity depending on the temperature of the material. [18]
To start off the review of engineering applications using multi-scale and multi-physics
methods, Ref. [19] couples fluid motion and reactant species transport at the macroscopic
scale with fluid-wall interactions and wall chemical reactions at the microscopic scale.
Bulk fluid motion affects reactant availability and the deformable wall’s surface area shape.
Consumption of reactants in contact with the wall changes the microscopic exposed surface
area generating production products needing bulk transport away from the wall. The
solution consists of macroscopic average behavior with rapidly fluctuating microscopic
influenced behavior around the macroscopic average.
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For geologic models, the time scale and domain scale limit testing of models by
experimentation. Fluid-dynamic models seem to explain large scale observations, while
solid-mechanical models explain smaller scale observations. Coupling these two models
shows promise in reconciling observed and digital recreations of geological phenomena.
[20]
Directly simulating flowing blood in medical models is challenging. The interaction of red
blood cells with viscous plasma determines the properties of flowing blood. Red blood
cells are mechanically deformable and move along with the bulk flow of plasma. Forces
from plasma on red blood cells affect their shape, further changing bulk fluid properties. A
blood flow simulation model is divided into three scales consisting of homogenized blood
flowing with a bulk velocity, a global model of many red blood cells in motion, and a local
single red blood cell model accounting for deformation and local velocity changes. Each
sub-scale is sampled at multiple locations inside the larger scale to produce a field of
needed values for the next larger scale. [21]
When simulating nuclear fuel performance, material property correlations dependent on
burnup are based on experimentally-derived data. Quite frequently, simulation conditions
fall outside the range of applicability of the data. Meso-scale (the scale between
engineering and atomistic scales) models are capable of providing simulated data for
material behavior, but modeling of an entire fuel structure at the meso-scale is not practical.
The BISON fuel performance code [22] is designed with the capability to use multiple subsimulations from the meso-scale code MARMOT [23] to provide needed properties, such
as the thermal conductivity of UO2 as a function of burnup, in multiple pellets in a full pin
simulation, if material property correlations are unavailable or not applicable. [22], [24]
Composite material bulk properties are often determined by the specifics of each
constituent making up the heterogeneous composite material. Current efforts of multi-scale
and multi-physics modeling of composites enhances the ability to engineer materials with
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target properties. Property engineering practices in the past involved multiple experiments
varying constituent characteristics until the desired properties were achieved.
Computational modeling provides an option to make better experiments by replacing some
of the preliminary experiments with simulation results. [25]
Ref. [25] puts forth requirements for continuous computational homogenization for the
multi-scale treatment of composite materials specific to stress-strain analysis. Generalizing
the requirements for applications outside of a stress-strain model allows one to:
1. Prove the existence of a representative volume element (RVE) or unit cell at the
micro-scale.
2. Verify the principle of separation of scales.
3. Determine the relation between the macro-scale value to the micro-scale solution.
4. Ensure the availability of constitutive behavior in all RVE’s or unit cells.
A unit cell and an RVE are two approaches for determining a microscopic region to be
homogenized. An RVE is found assuming a disordered or random heterogeneity in a
material, while a unit cell assumes an ordered or structured heterogeneous material. Figure
1 provides a visual representation distinguishing the two micro-scale elements adapted
from Ref. [25].
Whether a unit cell or an RVE is chosen to represent micro-scale structure, each volume
must satisfy the following conditions provided in Ref. [25] to prove existence for
requirement 1:
I.
II.

Increasing the size does not change homogenized properties.
The microscopic characteristic size, denoted by 𝑙, must be much smaller than the
macroscopic characteristic length, 𝐿, also known as the principle of separation of
scales.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Unit cell (a) and RVE (b) for a heterogeneous material [25]
To verify the principle of separation of scales, the macro-scale solution must remain
uniform over the micro-scale element. In other words, the macro-scale solution value must
be the same at the boundary surrounding the micro-scale volume element. This implies the
gradient of the macro-scale solution is indeterminant at the micro-scale, 𝑙.
Determining the relationship between a macro-scale domain and a micro-scale element
(requirement 3) involves defining a method of coupling information being transferred from
scale to scale. For example, an averaging technique could homogenize thermal
conductivity computed from a micro-scale element for use in a region of a macro-scale
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model. The approach of “equation coupling” and “constitutive law coupling” from Ref.
[18] may be adapted for multi-scale coupling from multi-physics coupling.
For requirement 4, some knowledge of the behavior of micro-scale constituents must be
able to produce a governing equation or similar relationship for a micro-scale domain. The
behavior does not necessarily need to be the same as any macro-scale governing equation,
which has been illustrated in many of the cited works from various fields, which are
applying multi-scale methods to their own unique realm of physics. [25]
2.3

Summary

Fundamental choices in the homogenization processes, in the selection of the micro-scale
domain, and in the coupling of multi-physics and multi-scale must be consistent with
existing literature examples and requirements. The goal to remain more general and simpler
may not provide the most optimal method, but complexity may be introduced later using
the simple approach as a baseline justifying the improvement.
The weight-averaging method, equations 1 and 2, are found in physics and applied to
varying properties and terms. The weighting definition changes depending on the physics
field being homogenized. To be consistent, weighted averages are used for homogenizing
properties needed in this work for all properties regardless of the type of physics. The
harmonic mean, equation 2, is better suited to averaging rates. The arithmetic mean,
equation 1, provides an estimate of central tendencies.
As implementations and applications vary greatly for multi-physics and multi-scale
approaches [17], there is no particular method generally accepted as the standard for
coupling physics at varying scales. However, the suggested requirements share a few
common themes summarized as follows:


Governing equations must be maintained at any scale and with any scheme of
coupling.
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The RVE or unit cell at the micro-scale must be able to satisfy the “principle of
separation of scales,” 𝐿 ≫ 𝑙.



Results from benchmark cases must be consistent no matter the method of coupling.



Micro-scale domain boundary conditions are taken from the macro-scale
conditions.



The smallest micro-scale model must be solvable to close larger scale models.

These suggested themes provide a logical validity check to MMPM proposed in this work
as it contains elements of homogenization, multi-physics coupling, and multi-scale
transfers.
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3

MODELING TOOLS

MAMMOTH [26] is the primary code for MMPM development and implementation
described herein. MAMMOTH is built upon the Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation
Environment (MOOSE) framework [27]. A description of the framework and capabilities
explains the multi-physics and multi-scale capabilities of MAMMOTH. The framework
also provides the method of solving the mathematical governing equations with parallel
scalability.
The Serpent 2 code [28] provides multi-group cross sections needed by MAMMOTH.
These group structured cross sections are converted to the XML library format read by
MAMMOTH. Serpent 2 also provides a secondary eigenvalue reference independent of
eigenvalues computed by MAMMOTH. In the present work, cross sections are obtained
from the data provided in NJOY-processed [29] ENDF/B-VII.1 library [30].
3.1

MOOSE Framework

MOOSE should not be confused with a simulation code. MOOSE cannot solve any physics
equation alone, nor is it intended to; it acts as the framework in which equations may be
defined externally, then solved internally. MOOSE is the interface between the mesh
library libMesh [31], numerous mathematical solvers available in PETSc [32] (such as the
Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov (JFNK) scheme [33], [34] with the generalized minimal
residual (GMRES) method [35]), and pre-defined “kernels” containing physics, materials,
and specific programming objects that MOOSE provides. A “kernel” is a MOOSE
terminology for a single weak-form finite element method (FEM) expression written in
MOOSE format. The MOOSE MultiApp system [2] allows multiple simulations, or
“apps,” to communicate via automated and controlled transfers of data between
simulations. This framework allows users to focus on development of physics equations
(in the form of kernels) quickly without having to deal with mesh parsing, solver schemes,
computational performance, and input/output processing.
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Each term of a governing equation is formed into a MOOSE kernel. As an example of how
to identify a kernel, the process is illustrated here using the solid body energy equation.
The solid body energy equation is given as
𝜌𝑐

𝜕𝑇
− 𝛻 ⋅ 𝑘 ∇𝑇 = 𝑞 .
𝜕𝑡

10

In variational methods, this is commonly referred to as the strong form of an equation when
applied to a domain along with boundary conditions. However, the weak form of the
equation is applied in finite element methods. The strong and weak terminologies come
from mathematical classifications of the partial differential equation. The strong form does
not include any boundary conditions in the equation itself; it encompasses all cases. The
weak form includes boundary conditions in the actual equation; this has “weakened”
(limited) its applicability to those specific boundary conditions.
To transform equation 10 to its weak form, the first step is to move all terms to one side
making the equation equal zero,
𝜌𝑐

𝜕𝑇
− 𝛻 ⋅ 𝑘 ∇𝑇 − 𝑞 = 0.
𝜕𝑡

11

Next, the entire equation is multiplied by an arbitrary test function, ψ, giving
𝜓𝜌𝑐

𝜕𝑇
− 𝜓(𝛻 ⋅ 𝑘 ∇𝑇) − 𝜓𝑞 = 0.
𝜕𝑡

12

Then, integrate each term over the entire problem domain, Ω, producing
𝜓𝜌𝑐

𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑉 −
𝜕𝑡

𝜓(𝛻 ⋅ 𝑘 ∇𝑇)𝑑𝑉 −

13

𝜓𝑞𝑑𝑉 = 0.

Applying Gauss’s theorem to relate volume integrals to surface integrals produces the final
weak form of equation 10:
𝜓𝜌𝑐

𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑉 +
𝜕𝑡

𝜓 ⋅ 𝑘 𝛻𝑇𝑑𝑉 −

𝜓(𝑘𝛻𝑇 ⋅ 𝑛)𝑑𝐴 −

𝜓𝑞𝑑𝑉 = 0.
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While this is specific to the energy equation, the process is applied in a similar manner for
any physics governing equation to obtain the weak form of that equation. Within MOOSE
terminology, each of the four terms in equation 14 is a “kernel.” [27]
Coupled physics have proven to be computationally expensive as they typically result in
the formation of a large Jacobian matrix, which is difficult to invert or even form. The
JFNK method operates on systems of equations using an educated guess as a preconditioner
for information about the Jacobian, thereby bypassing the need to form, store, and invert
the actual Jacobian matrix [34]. MOOSE uses preconditioning from physics codes to
produce estimates of the action the Jacobian has during the Newton-Krylov part of the
solver. Preconditioning allows efficient solution using the JFNK method. Because the costs
associated with the Jacobian during the solve are avoided and the solver only needs
information about systems of functions in their weak forms, fully coupling of different
physics by simultaneous solution in a JFNK method will be more accurate than the
traditional method of operator splitting. [27], [34]
To address the needs of multi-scale coupling and situations where fully coupling multiphysics is not practical, the MOOSE MultiApp system and Picard iteration offer an
alternative means of coupling. The MultiApp system manages the running of concurrent
simulations and automates user specified data transfers between simulations. A single
simulation input is designated as “master” and contains input designating the
characteristics of the other concurrent simulations, which may include other input files. All
simulations contain input instructions defining their specific data transfer and reception
types. Picard iteration details, such as convergence criteria, are defined in the “master”
input. Picard iteration repeats current time step calculations as MultiApp transfers update
variable values until Picard convergence criteria is met.
To bridge the multi-scale needs of a macro-scale problem coupled to micro-scale problems,
the MOOSE MultiApp system handles spawning micro-scale simulations and transferring
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information between scales. A macro-scale simulation (master) spawns the micro-scale
simulations with instructions on the transfer protocols between the master and spawned
simulations. Picard iterations converge all primary variables at every scale before moving
onto the next time step. The transfer system also provides instructions on applying the
information from the micro-scale simulation to the macro-scale simulation.
Because MOOSE is a framework that provides the ability to solve problems without being
tailored to any particular physics, it is used as the finite element solver for codes that focus
on a specific type of equation(s) in a limited physics area. INL has developed a number of
such codes, each named after an animal (e.g., BISON [22], MAMMOTH [26], Rattlesnake
[2], MARMOT [23], etc.); other organizations have used the animal nomenclature as well.
Thus, there exists a herd of animals that are all built on MOOSE. Each animal is a
collection of kernels and code specific to the physics application being solved. Some
animals, such as MAMMOTH, may include other animals, but with kernels and code
specific to the coupling of the physics found in those included animals. MOOSE includes
some common kernel forms, such as basic heat equation kernels, found in MOOSE
modules that must be specifically compiled for use.
3.2

MAMMOTH

MAMMOTH is a new state-of-the-art code designed to couple nuclear fuel performance
and neutron transport MOOSE animals. MAMMOTH includes modules for heat transfer
from MOOSE, for neutron transport from Rattlesnake, and its own routines for nuclear fuel
depletion. MAMMOTH may optionally include the modules for nuclear materials and solid
mechanic interactions from BISON and for thermal-fluids analysis from RELAP-7.
In this work, MMPM relies on MAMMOTH to couple the diffusion approximation to the
neutron transport equation, referred to as the neutron diffusion equation, and the solid body
energy equation (heat equation). However, MMPM is not limited only to the neutron
diffusion equation; other forms of the neutron transport equation may be exchanged. The
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specifics of the coupled governing equations and homogenization techniques are provided
in section 5.1 while presenting the MMPM description.
Inheriting the MultiApp capabilities from the MOOSE framework, MAMMOTH is
naturally able to couple a macro-scale simulation with multiple micro-scale simulations.
MMPM relies on a single macro-scale simulation in MAMMOTH to solve the neutron
transport equation. MMPM then has MAMMOTH spawn many micro-scale simulations
located at predetermined points distributed throughout the macro-scale domain. The
current macro-scale solution is sampled at each point, transferring local data as input to the
micro-scale simulation at that point. Each micro-scale simulation provides a solution value
for transfer to each corresponding position in the macro-scale domain. MAMMOTH
interprets these data as a field of values and interpolates between them for values needed
at locations without a corresponding micro-scale simulation. The specifics of the transfer
mechanics are provided in section 5.1.
MAMMOTH requires few-group cross section data for the neutron transport equation. This
data is presented at grid points and interpolation occurs between grid points for cross
section values. Grid points are user defined and may be any varying property affecting
cross sections values during the simulation, such as material temperature, boron dilution,
rod position, density, etc. The problem-dependent cross section library is provided to
MAMMOTH as an input that is prepared prior to running MAMMOTH. [36]
In this work, Serpent 2 [28] is used to provide data necessary to form a library of cross
sections for MAMMOTH. The 3D geometries of Serpent 2 are built using constructs called
cells (body representations) and universes (a collection of cells or bodies). These may be
used to create a lattice or repeating geometry that in turn may exist within another cell or
universe. Material cross sections are imported in NJOY’s ACE format from the Evaluated
Nuclear Data File (ENDF). The continuous energy cross sections are evaluated at the grid
points specified in Serpent 2. Serpent 2 is able to account for the scattering of chemically
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bound atoms. The continuous cross sections are tallied into user defined energy group bins.
The selection of energy bins depends on the type of reactor, physical phenomena sought,
and computational needs versus resources available. [37]
A generalized depiction of the inputs MAMMOTH needs to create a multi-physics, multiscale simulation solution is shown in Figure 2. Each grid point in the final cross section
library for MAMMOTH requires a single Serpent 2 simulation run; therefore, the
computational resources required to generate a cross section library may be large.
However, the library may then be reused as needed varying the grid point variables in
MAMMOTH simulations.

Figure 2: Required input for MAMMOTH multi-physics, multi-scale simulation
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4

TREAT FACILITY

TREAT is a graphite moderated, air cooled, adiabatic, thermal spectrum, heterogeneous,
transient reactor [38]. To understand modeling of the TREAT fuel, some basic knowledge
of the reactor and operation of TREAT is presented. TREAT is not used to produce
electrical power; it is used to produce neutron flux conditions similar to the neutron flux
during possible transient scenarios in other reactors. Test fuel samples for new design
concepts are placed in the central experimental position in TREAT and monitored for its
behavior during a transient.
While a test fuel sample (and/or its cladding/structural content) is stressed to determine its
limits, the rest of the TREAT reactor, with its own fuel, experiences a designed transient.
TREAT is designed to safely handle transients which take experimental fuel to their limits
and even to failure. Test apparatuses and containment vessels in TREAT are designed to
handle failed and stressed fuel safely.
4.1

Physical Configuration

Due to the testing and experimental nature of the reactor, TREAT, presented in Figure 3
with approval [1], is truly unique in that the core can be reconfigured to facilitate a variety
of different in-pile experimental specimens and test loops. The core cross section occupies
a 6-foot square lattice space and is surrounded on all four sides by two feet of graphite
reflector blocks (with perforations for detectors and special access ports). Each fuel
assembly is eight feet in length, of which the central four feet is occupied by the fueled
region, with two feet of graphite above and below. The number of fuel assemblies that
comprise the core lattice may be changed, depending on each respective experiment’s
needs. The maximum number of assemblies in the core is limited to a 19 by 19 array of
361 fuel assemblies, while the reference core has 225 fuel assemblies with dummy
elements in all four corners and an air channel slot from the center to the northern end of
the core. [39]
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Figure 3: Diagram of the TREAT facility [1]
The core has the flexibility of being reconfigured if more reactivity is needed during a test.
The core is secured by clamps after fuel assemblies and dummy graphite assemblies are
placed in the core. Each assembly is square in shape with chamfered corners presented in
Figure 4 with approval [1]. When clamped tightly together, the chamfered corners and thin
40 mil (1 mm) air gaps form a channel for air coolant to pass through. [39]
The location of control rods may also vary depending on the needs of a given core
configuration and experiment. A maximum of 32 (8 per quadrant) control rod pass-through
holes are available in the bottom grid plate [39]. Any unused control rod holes are
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converted to fuel assembly support locations when not in use. The control rods are driven
into the core through the bottom. Pneumatic air with a motor-driven screw for positioning
adjustment provides control rod drive motion. All control rods have a neutron poison,
boron carbide powder, followed by a Zircaloy-clad graphite follower, which is mounted on
a steel rod. The control rods may be configured to have the positions of poison and follower
reversed. Shutdown (also known as shutdown/compensation) rods control the reactor
and/or shutdown the reactor. Transient rods are moved quickly for reactivity changes
providing power transient shapes for experiment tests. [39]

Figure 4: TREAT fuel assembly with dimensions [1]
Within the core region of TREAT, two central lattice positions are currently reserved for
an experimental test loop instead of TREAT fuel assemblies. Experiment test loops may
replace other fuel assemblies around the center fuel assembly position when needed for
larger experiments (as many nine central fuel elements have been removed for larger
experiments). The physical configuration of experimental test loops that have been tested
within TREAT have ranged from single pins of fuel to full fast-reactor fuel assemblies with
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flowing coolant [1]. TREAT’s biological shield also has the flexibility of being partially
uncovered directly over the central lattice position. This feature enables direct access for
required penetrations that help to serve as a part of the support requirements for a respective
experiment. Such support features have included the use of external pumps, pressure tanks,
and instrumentation ports.
Several ex-pile instruments are positioned laterally relative to the core. These instruments
include numerous neutron detectors, a hodoscope and neutron radiography facility (seen in
Figure 3); the latter two are utilized for fuel motion monitoring within the experimental
assembly. In order to provide line-of-sight access between the experimental assembly
(located in the central lattice position of the core) and ex-pile instruments, a unique
assembly is available. This assembly is referred to as the slotted assembly. It is constructed
with similar external dimensions to normal TREAT fuel assemblies but contains a void
region of between two and four feet in length centered on the axial core centerline, with
unfueled graphite above and below. Replacing TREAT fuel assemblies with slotted fuel
assemblies in a line allows an unobstructed view of the center position of the core to
detectors in the hodoscope. In the past, cameras have been used to perform high speed
filming of experiments loaded in transparent test vessels.
Although TREAT has the capacity of functioning under many different transient operating
conditions, three modes of operation have historically dominated reactor operations:


A transient event to subject the experiment to stress or accident conditions.



Operating at steady state.



Shutdown with the requirement of no forced convection cooling.

The control of the reactor is very crucial to both safety and experimentation. TREAT uses
vertically driven control rods to control the neutron economy of the core. The control rod
drive mechanisms are located underneath the core. Each control rod is driven through the
entire height of the core by using guide tubes installed in a “control rod fuel assembly”
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[39]. These control rods may be controlled manually by an operator or by computer control
during experiments. Transient neutron flux conditions are accomplished using high-speed,
hydraulic-driven control rods (transient rods) by either removing or inserting them. Control
rod movement may produce programmed transient shapes to test fuels, or may include
natural pulse transient shapes where rods are withdrawn and temperature feedback controls
the transient peak. [1]
The TREAT facility has four modes of power operation [40]:
1. “Temperature-limited” or pulse transients
2. “Shaped transients” formed by fast movement of control rods
3. “Extended” transients where control rod movement is slower
4. “Steady-state” operation for neutron radiography or instrument calibration
The four power modes enable TREAT to operate experiments over varying time scales.
Pulse transients peak at hundreds of milliseconds. Pre-programmed computer-controlled
control rod movement produces shaped transient events of a few seconds. TREAT may
also use pre-programmed rod movement to clip a pulse transient to reduce the width of
pulse peak. Slower computer or manual movement of control rods for extended transients
may last minutes.
Pulse transients are initiated from a critical state by placing TREAT in a prompt
supercritical state. In this mode of operation, the control rod removal initiates the transient.
TREAT’s core configuration and composition inherently control and end the transient
pulse through excess thermal heating of the fuel or the pre-programmed control rods may
be re-inserted or a combination of both. TREAT has a large negative temperature
coefficient of reactivity that more than offsets the worth of transient rod withdrawal.
This is an extremely important design trait, which TREAT leverages when conducting
transient pulses in order to operate safely. Heating of the graphite moderator produces
negative reactivity. The purpose of the moderator is to slow highly energetic neutrons down
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to an equilibrium state (in terms of average kinetic energy) with the surrounding graphite
material. Neutron moderation within TREAT takes place largely within each fuel
assembly’s fuel matrix, comprised of a heterogeneous carbon, graphite, and UO 2 mixture.
As the moderator increases in temperature, the neutron spectrum hardens, i.e., the higher
temperature carbon atoms are vibrating with higher energy increasing the equilibrium
thermal temperature of the neutrons. The fission cross section in the mass 235 isotope of
uranium (235U) is lower at higher energies. This allows neutrons to escape out of the core
into the reflector and shielding around the outside of the core. These escaped neutrons do
not cause fission and do not sustain or increase the chain reaction of fission. This leakage
of neutrons produces the negative temperature coefficient of reactivity in TREAT.
4.2

Reactor Materials

TREAT is a unique nuclear reactor with a unique mission. The materials properties greatly
affect the behavior and characteristics of the reactor. The fuel is made from nominally 18
μm diameter UO2 particles, assumed to be ideally (uniformly) dispersed in a graphite
moderator and spherical in shape. TREAT fuel was fabricated with HEU fuel, although
TREAT may be converted to a new LEU fuel form in the future due to a United States
government initiative to reduce proliferation risk [4].
Each fuel assembly is cladded to mitigate graphite corrosion at high temperature from the
air coolant and to contain fission gases, fractured fuel, and dust [41]. In addition to a
potential risk of the graphite/air corrosion, the close proximity of the fuel particles to the
graphite has been postulated to subject the graphite to increased rates of radiation damage
from fission fragments; this is further exacerbated when the diameter of the fuel particles
decreases within the fuel matrix [42].
The graphite moderator surrounds and holds the fuel particles in each fuel assembly serving
as the matrix for the fuel material. A permanent graphite reflector surrounds the reactor
reflecting neutrons back into the core. The fueled region of an assembly is clad with
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Zircaloy 3 [39]. The top and bottom reflector regions of an assembly are clad with
aluminum. When the core is secured into place, the cladding on assembly cans have a
nominal spacing of approximately 40 mil (1 mm) adjacent between one another [39].
Conduction is the primary form of heat transfer in the core, although each element is
designed to be adiabatic within the fuel region.
Air is TREAT’s coolant. During forced convection cooling, air is drawn downward and
circulated through the biological shield, drawn through filters, and then exhausted through
a stack. The corners of each fuel assembly serve as flow channels within the core region.
The reactor has the licensed ability to operate at steady state as long as the power is less
than 120 kW and the cladding temperature does not exceed 873 K. This power level
approaches the convective heat removal capability of the air coolant. [39]
4.3

Pulse Physics

During a natural pulse transient, TREAT relies thermal feedback to control a chain reaction
of fission and not on the mechanical insertion of neutron poisons. The feedback provided
by the design of TREAT during a pulse transient must be understood to simulate a pulse
transient. A coupled multi-physics simulation literally must initiate a transient and let the
governing equations control the reactor, much the same way the reactor operator initiates
the control rod removal to start a pulse transient and relies on the feedback physics to
control the pulse.
To simulate a pulse, the following must be modeled:


The initial steady-state operation before transient initiation.



The start of the transient with rod motion before any feedback occurs.



The increase in temperature of the material.



The corresponding change in the material multi-group cross sections due to
temperature increase.



The feedback on reactor power from cross section changes.
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Pulses in TREAT begin with the core at steady state with power levels remaining constant.
This translates to an 𝑘-eigenvalue simulation having an eigenvalue of unity, termed as
being “critical.” If a steady state condition is modeled without temperature feedback as a
transient, this “null transient” simulation would remain at the same power level it started
at proving the initial condition is a “critical” core state where neutrons being produced from
fission equal those produced from fission the previous “generation” of neutrons.
To actually start the pulse, the reactor must be placed in a “supercritical,” 𝑘 > 1, condition.
This is achieved by inserting positive reactivity into the reactor. TREAT transient control
rods, containing neutron absorption poisons, are moved out of the core. The removal of
poison decreases the number of neutrons absorbed since the poison physically isn’t in the
reactor to interact with the neutrons. Theses neutrons are then available to increase the
number of fission events, which increases power and produces more neutrons. More
neutrons then go on to cause even more fission events, further increasing power and
available neutrons, unless negative reactivity is added.
As power from fission increases, the amount of energy deposited in the reactor material
increases causing the temperature to rise. During fission, the uranium atom splits into
fission fragments. These fission fragment carry a majority of the energy from fission as
kinetic energy. They have short damage tracks, on the order of micrometers (μm), due to
being large charged nucleus fragments, and deposit their energy as they travel along their
damage track. Since fission occurs in the UO2 fuel grains, most fission fragments deposit
the energy from fission within the fuel grains; however, a few fragments born near the
moderator/fuel grain interface are able to travel from the fuel grain to the adjacent graphite
moderator. As a result of the energy deposition, the fuel grains heat up promptly from
fission energy deposition with a small amount of energy deposited within micrometers
(μm) of the grain boundary.
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The energy then diffuses from each fuel grain to the surrounding moderator through
conduction at the contact interface. The bulk temperature of the graphite is increases as
more energy is transferred from fuel grains to the graphite. The temperature increase of
both the fuel grains and graphite moderator produce feedback.
To better illustrate the temperature feedback of TREAT, Figure 5 illustrates the energydependent microscopic cross sections of three important isotopes that dominate the
behavior of TREAT during a pulse. The “life” of a neutron begins when “born” as a fast
neutron having an energy around 2 MeV from a fission event. With a large amount of
graphite, 12C in Figure 5, compared to fuel grain material with similar cross section values,
a neutron is more likely to interact with the graphite. Interactions with graphite are largely
elastic with each interaction taking some of the energy of a neutron. As a neutron loses
energy and slows down, it must escape the resonance region of the two uranium isotopes,
235

U and 238U, before it reaches thermal equilibrium with the material; room temperature

equilibrium is around 0.025 eV. The resonance region is characterized by tightly grouped
peaking of cross section values.
A neutron eventually scatters into thermal equilibrium with the graphite moderator.
Thermal equilibrium is understood by imagining the nucleus of each carbon atom as
vibrating at some energy level due to temperature. If a neutron with less energy than the
vibrating nucleus collides with the nucleus, the nucleus will impart some energy to the
neutron bumping it up in energy level.
Throughout the process and at the conclusion of moderating a fast neutron into a thermal
neutron, a neutron could be lost. Neutron loss occurs by either leaking out of the reactor or
being captured without re-emission. Capture may either lead to fission, producing more
neutrons if the capturing material can produce fission or to absorption without fission (also
n-Xn reactions at high energies). Any material in the reactor may capture neutrons,
including the moderator, even though the capture cross section is very low, but only
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fissionable material, such as uranium, will undergo fission. And 235U is largely fissionable
with thermal neutrons.

Figure 5: Important microscopic cross sections in TREAT [30]
Doppler broadening of the resonance cross sections is affected by increasing temperatures
[8]. Increased temperature increases the vibration of the atoms. If an incident neutron is
approaching an atom that is currently, at that very instant, vibrating towards the incoming
neutron, the neutrons energy (in the form of velocity) appears higher. The same interaction
occurs when vibrating away from the incoming neutron, only the energy appears lower.
This effectively broadens resonance peaks lowering the peak while increasing the upper
and lower tails. With the neutron spectrum in TREAT having more neutrons at lower
energies, the expansion of the lower tail into lower energies actually increases the number
of neutrons that could interact with that resonance even though the area under the original
and broadened peak are the same.
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Temperature feedback in TREAT is a combination of Maxwellian shift of the neutron
spectrum into higher thermal equilibrium energies (harder spectrum) and Doppler
broadening of resonances. The temperature of the moderator determines the thermal
equilibrium and Maxwellian distribution. Increasing the energy of thermal neutron
decreases the

235

U fission cross section. The increased temperature of the fuel grains

promotes Doppler broadening of both 235U and 238U resonance cross sections. With TREAT
having HEU fuel, a neutron interacting with a uranium nucleus is most likely interacting
with a fissionable

235

U. The harder spectrum also moves more neutrons into the lower

Doppler broadened cross section region. The last component of feedback come from the
fact that TREAT is a finite reactor and neutrons may be lost by leakage. With a harder
spectrum reducing the fission rate of thermal neutrons, those neutrons below the resonance
region, by decreasing the probability (cross section) to interact causing fission, those
neutrons are no longer consumed. The probability of leakage has not been altered so the
available (extra) neutrons leak from the reactor not causing fission [43].
Even with Doppler broadening of

235

U fission resonance cross sections increasing the

fission rate, the loss of thermal neutrons leaking out of TREAT still decreases overall
fission events. This decrease in fission events translates to removal of reactivity as
temperature increases, also known as a negative temperature coefficient of reactivity. With
less fission events, the power of the reactor reduces as temperature increases. In TREAT,
the temperature feedback limits the power, resulting in a peak, and then brings the reactor
back down in power before temperatures reach high enough values to be a safety concern
or cause damage to the reactor.
The proposed conversion changes in the enrichment level of TREAT fuel due to converting
from HEU fuel to LEU fuel will affect the temperature feedback mechanics. Reducing the
enrichment of uranium changes the ratio of 235U to 238U; HEU fuel has about 93 235U atoms
out of 100 uranium atoms [44], while LEU fuel is designed to have about 20

235

U atoms
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out of 100 uranium atoms [4]. This change affects which uranium isotope a neutron will
likely interact with when interacting with uranium in a fuel grain.
LEU fueled TREAT would still have a temperature feedback due to a combination of
Maxwellian shift, Doppler broadening, and neutron leakage from the finite reactor.
However, Doppler broadening with a harder spectrum will be changed as a neutron is likely
to interact with both the fission resonance cross section of
resonance cross section of

238

235

U and the absorption

U, with the latter being significantly more likely. This

feedback change due to LEU conversion is further explored in the MMPM results of
chapter 6.
4.4

Micro-scale Modeling

Even before TREAT was constructed, the question about the complex interaction of the
micro-scale structure of the fuel on the power profile during a transient was modeled
analytically with simplifying assumptions in Ref. [3]. In that work, a “time lag” is defined
as the time difference between a simulation of homogeneous and heterogeneous models
reaching the same average moderator temperature. For a heterogeneous model a unit cell
is made from a single UO2 fuel grain, assumed to be a spherical particle, surrounded by a
spherical shell of graphite moderator, while for a homogenized model all of the materials
are assumed to be uniformly distributed. To study the effect of relative grain size, the ratio
of grain volume to shell volume is held constant as the diameter of the fuel particle is
varied. Ref. [3] prescribes an exponentially increasing power generation profile to both
models illustrating cases without feedback. The center of the unit cell is a symmetry
boundary in spherical coordinates, and the outer edge of the graphite moderator is an
adiabatic boundary condition. The heterogeneous model solves the heat equation, equation
10, in the fuel particle and moderator shell at the micro-scale. The homogeneous model of
the unit cell also solves the heat equation for an adiabatic single material sphere.
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The solution of the two models shows that a constant time lag develops for a given fuel
particle diameter and exponentially growing power generation with no feedback. The
addition of a helium-filled gap at the particle/shell interface has no noticeable effect. The
conclusion of Ref. [3] is that particle diameters smaller than 100 μm for a reactor period of
80 ms introduce minimal time lag, which would not compromise feedback calculations
based on the moderator temperature alone; the results are adapted from Ref. [3] in Figure
6 illustrating the time lag between the two models. Ref. [3] also concludes that radiation
damage in the graphite from fission fragments could be minimized by larger particle
diameters.

Figure 6: Time lag of moderator temperature for largest allowable fuel particle [3]
The first conclusion from Ref. [3] assumes the initial conditions are negligible when the
exponential rising term dominates the solution. Removing this assumption by using
computational methods [45], the moderator temperature ratio (MTR) is defined as
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MTR ≡

𝑇
𝑇

,

15

where 𝑇 is the average graphite moderator temperature of the heterogeneous or
homogeneous model, denoted by the subscript. The MTR provides a method to convert the
homogeneous model temperature to the heterogeneous moderator value throughout the
transient, including the initial conditions. The development of the MTR value with its
dependence on fuel particle diameter is shown in Figure 7 for a reactor period of 80 ms.
[3] [45]

Figure 7: Moderator temperature ratio (MTR) dependent on fuel particle size [45]
Ref. [3] introduces the conflicting objectives for designers of the micro-structure found in
TREAT fuel: reduce graphite moderator radiation damage with larger diameter fuel
particles versus reduce time lag during transients with smaller diameter fuel particles. With
the LEU conversion of TREAT fuel picking the same micro-structure design as was used
in HEU fuel [4], these competing objectives are once again on the table as LEU fuel
designers are attempting to optimize the fuel particle size for LEU fuel.
In support of LEU conversion design of the fuel particle size, Ref. [46] uses two unit cell
models, one with and one without a fission fragment damage layer surrounding the fuel
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particle. The fission damage layer has a degraded thermal conductivity due to fission
fragment damage of the graphite and acts as an insulator between a fuel particle and the
undamaged graphite moderator. Keeping the fuel particle to moderator volume ratio
constant, various fuel particle sizes are simulated with three prescribed pulse power profiles
taken from previous TREAT experimental pulses. Temperature-dependent material
properties are also included in the simulations. All fission energy is assumed to be
deposited uniformly in the fuel particle. Comparison of both unit cell models shows fission
fragment damage generally increases the average peak temperature of the fuel grain. The
unit cell model without a damage layer did not produce temperature peaks for all three
pulses at the particle-moderator interface. Contrast that with the damage layer model where
all three pulses produced temperature peaks at the particle-moderator boundary. [46]
The fission fragment damage layer is further investigated by Ref. [47] providing an
improved estimate of layer thickness of 14 μm around the fuel particle. As a fuel particle
size decreases, the amount of damaged graphite in a unit cell increases due to the volume
ratio remaining constant and the damage thickness also remaining constant. The volume
fraction of damaged or fission fragment irradiated graphite, 𝑉 , is
𝑉
where 𝑉

=𝑉

1+

2𝑅
𝐷

−1 ,
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is the volume fraction of UO2 fuel particles in the graphite, 𝐷 is the average

diameter of the fuel particles, and 𝑅 is the average range of fission fragments in graphite,
which is taken as the fission fragment layer thickness. The ratio of fission fragments
escaping, 𝐹 , from the fuel particle directly into the graphite is
𝐹

=

𝑅
3𝑅
1−
2𝐷
3𝐷

,
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where 𝑅 is the average range of fission fragments in UO2 and is taken to be 11.4 μm. [47]
Escaping fission fragments not only damage the surrounding graphite, degrading thermal
conductivity, but they also carry and deposit energy from fission altering the heat
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generation profile from the uniform profiles previously assumed. Ref. [48] investigates the
heat generation profile of the unit cell system. A binary collision Monte-Carlo (BCMC)
model in MyTRIM [49] tracks the fission fragment energy loss along a damage track
length. MyTRIM calculates the fission fragment damage path and follow-on displaced
ions. Magpie [48] interfaces with MyTRIM and MAMMOTH to calculate the energy
deposited by fission fragment irradiation and subsequent displaced ions for each element
of the MAMMOTH mesh along the damage track length, including the binding energy
deposited as the fission fragment comes to rest. The generation and tracking of fission
fragments originating in the fuel grain produces a non-uniform heat generation profile
extending out of the fuel particle into the neighboring graphite moderator. The temperature
behavior of the unit cell system including a fission fragment damage layer and BCMC
calculated heat generation profile is determined for the TREAT Transient-15 power density
profile supplied to MAMMOTH, removing the computational need to use coupled
neutronics with temperature feedback to produce the power profile. The temperature
solution profiles show fuel grain temperatures peaking during the prescribed transient for
a unit cell with a 20 μm radius fuel particle even though some of the energy from fission is
deposited directly in the damage layer graphite outside the fuel particle, which has a
degraded thermal conductivity. [48]
With the heat source characterization of Ref. [48], Ref. [50] introduces MMPM, described
in detail in chapter 5, to examine the effect of the proposed LEU conversion on the
feedback mechanisms of TREAT. Both the fission fragment heat source characterization
and MMPM are applied to a simple, semi-infinite TREAT assembly simulating a single
transient pulse without prescribing the pulse power profile. The results of the assembly are
similar to those presented in chapter 6 with subtle differences due to the semi-infinite
domain of the assembly compared to the finite core domain of the demonstration case of
chapter 6. As the methodology of Ref. [48] requires additional computation, a simpler
approximation of the fission fragment heat distribution is used for the demonstration case
of chapter 6 due to multiple pulse simulations being examined.
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5

METHODOLOGY

The multi-scale, multi-physics pulse method (MMPM), as introduced earlier, has been
developed to properly treat the coupling of multi-physics across multi-scale interactions
within the MOOSE framework. Certain parts of MMPM may be exchanged for equivalent
techniques and are noted. The most basic homogenization approaches are used by MMPM
during this description. However, this does not constrain MMPM to using basic
approaches; specific homogenization techniques, which may only apply to one area of
physics, i.e., correlations only specific to thermal conductivity homogenization, may be
substituted.
MMPM is first presented in whole with required inputs and expected outputs described.
The interaction of each piece of MMPM is described. The purpose of each piece is provided
to remove any “black box” simplification in the description of this work allowing anyone
to custom-tailor MMPM’s approach, which is common for multi-physics, multi-scale
applications [17].
Verification of MMPM follows a systematic approach. Each part of MMPM is verified
independently of other interacting parts. From this foundation, the interactions are verified
by adding complexity to the previously verified components. The final verification is of a
MMPM model against an explicit model of a hypothetical problem.
5.1

Description

In this work, two governing equations are coupled at two length scales to implement
MMPM to dynamically simulate TREAT feedback during a power transient. The solid
body energy equation (heat equation) with a fission heat source is
𝜌𝑐 (𝑇)

𝜕𝑇
− ∇ ⋅ 𝑘 (𝑟⃗, 𝑇)∇𝑇(𝑟⃗, 𝑡) =
𝜕𝑡

𝜅Σ

,

(𝑟⃗, 𝑇)𝜙 (𝑟⃗, 𝑡),

18
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where 𝑇 is temperature, 𝜌 is density, which is assumed to be independent of temperature,
𝑐 is the temperature-dependent specific heat, 𝑡 is time, 𝑘

is thermal conductivity

dependent on temperature, 𝜅 is the average heat released per fission event, Σ is the
macroscopic fission cross section for energy group 𝑔 with 𝐺 energy groups, and 𝜙 is the
neutron scalar flux for energy group 𝑔. The first term in equation 18 is the change of the
temperature of the material as time progresses due to heat addition or removal. The second
term deals with net heat moving across boundaries, either increasing or decreasing the heat
stored manifest as a temperature change. The last term is a heat generation term, or source,
from fission events. Other generation terms are ignored, though their addition in the future
may be possible. The location of heat generation is assumed to be the same location as the
fission event for this verification; the transport of fission energy away from fission events
to other locations by fission fragments is ignored (assumed to be very localized) but a
correlation, found in section 6.1, is included for the demonstration example.
The time-dependent multi-group diffusion approximation to the neutron transport equation
(also known as the time-dependent neutron diffusion equation) is chosen within this
research study to reduce computational resource requirements. MMPM, however, may use
any form of the neutron transport equation providing that it may be coupled to the heat
equation providing heat generation from fission and temperature feedback. The timedependent neutron diffusion equation, used in the demonstration cases of chapter 6, is
1 𝜕𝜙
− ∇ ⋅ 𝐷 (𝑟⃗, 𝑇)∇𝜙 + Σ
v 𝜕𝑡
+

𝜒 (1 − 𝛽)
𝛿

𝜈Σ

,

,

(𝑟⃗, 𝑇)𝜙 (𝑟⃗, 𝑡) =

(𝑟⃗, 𝑇)𝜙 +

Σ

→

𝜒 , 𝜆 𝐶 (𝑟⃗, 𝑡),

(𝑟⃗, 𝑇)𝜙
19

for 𝑔 = 1, … , 𝐺,
and the time-dependent relationship for delayed-neutron precursors, the source term on the
right hand side of equation 19, is given by
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𝜕𝐶
=𝛽
𝜕𝑡

𝜈Σ

,

(𝑟⃗, 𝑇)𝜙 (𝑟⃗, 𝑡) − 𝜆 𝐶 (𝑟⃗, 𝑡), for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼,
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where subscripts 𝑔 and 𝑖 denote the energy group and delayed neutron precursor group,
respectively, for 𝐺 energy groups and 𝐼 precursor groups, the spatial coordinates are given
by 𝑟⃗, the neutron velocity is v, the neutron diffusion coefficient is 𝐷, the macroscopic
removal cross section is Σ , the macroscopic scattering cross section from group 𝑔′ to 𝑔 is
Σ , the probability of a neutron born in the energy group 𝑔 is 𝜒, the fraction of delayed
neutrons created in group 𝑖 is 𝛽 with 𝛽 = ∑

𝛽 , the value of the initial criticality

eigenvalue calculation is 𝛿 , the average number of neutrons produced per fission event is
𝜈, the decay constant of the delayed neutron precursor group 𝑖 is 𝜆 , and the corresponding
delayed neutron precursor concentration is 𝐶 . The neutron diffusion equation, equation 19,
is similar to the heat equation with a few unique terms. From left to right, the first term is
the time-dependent change in neutron flux. The second term is a net diffusion of neutrons
across boundaries. The third term is the removal of neutrons due to interactions with the
material that result in absorption. The fourth term is the movement of neutrons from other
energy groups into the group 𝑔 by scattering interactions with the material. The fifth term
is the generation of neutrons promptly from fission interaction events with the material.
The division by 𝛿 adjusts an initial condition flux profile to scale to a critical flux profile,
whether the eigenvalue of that initial condition is unity or not (super-critical or subcritical); The value of 𝛿 remains constant during simulation after being set by the initial
eigenvalue calculation. The last term is the generation of neutrons from the decay of
delayed neutron precursor concentration groups.
Equation 20 governs the delayed neutron precursor concentration group 𝑖. From left to
right, the first term is the time-dependent change of precursor concentration. The second
term is the generation of precursor atoms from fission events in the material. The last term
is the loss of precursor atoms by radioactive decay. The neutron diffusion equation,
equation 19, and the delayed neutron precursor concentrations, equation 20, are coupled
through both generation terms sharing neutron scalar flux, 𝜙, and precursor concentration,
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𝐶. Note that equation 20 has no mechanism to account for movement of precursor atoms
or for precursor fission fragment movement away from fission event locations, which is a
micro-scale process.
Temperature, 𝑇, and neutron scalar flux, 𝜙, are found in all three equations, equations 18,
19, and 20. The neutron flux determines the number of fission events that deposit energy
as heat and affect the temperature solution. The temperature changes the multi-group cross
section values, Σ and 𝐷. These affect the neutron flux solution providing temperature
feedback. When a transient pulse starts, the neutron flux increases from the added
reactivity. The power increases with flux and temperature rises. Without cooling,
temperature in the reactor will remain elevated even after temperature feedback has
reduced the power and neutron flux.
MMPM separates the governing equations into two length scales. The largest scale (macroscale) is greater than the mean free path (MFP) of a neutron, being MFP = 1/Σ or the
inverse of the macroscopic cross section, which in

12

C is about 4 cm. The macro-scale is

typically the simulation domain consisting of TREAT’s reactor (or fuel assemblies). The
neutron flux solution is found using equations 19 and 20 on the macro-scale. Due to a
TREAT transient occurring over a short time (hundreds of milliseconds for the power
peak), the high heat capacity of graphite in TREAT, and each fuel element being designed
to be adiabatic, the movement of heat energy out of the reactor is assumed negligible at the
macro-scale.
The smaller scale (micro-scale) is on the order of about 300 μm or less. The heat equation,
equation 18, is solved on a unit cell domain at the micro-scale. A single fuel grain
surrounded by a graphite moderator shell is typically chosen as a micro-scale domain;
however, MMPM allows for any micro-scale geometry that satisfies the limitations in
section 5.2.
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By choosing a micro-scale unit cell to be small, the neutron diffusion equation may only
be solved on the macro-scale domain. The choice to apply the neutron diffusion equation
in MMPM, rather than a higher order approach, is not required as any form of the neutron
transport equation may be solved if dictated by the geometry. The limitation of the neutron
diffusion equation poorly representing heterogeneous materials is avoided by only
applying it to solve for the macro-scale neutron flux excluding the heterogeneous microscale.
The macro-scale boundary conditions selected here are typical of TREAT models. The
outer edge of the permanent reflector is treated as a non-reentry neutron boundary and an
adiabatic heat boundary. The initial condition is assumed to be an eigenvalue neutron
solution scaled to match an initial average core power level. The eigenvalue solution
provides a correct and critical flux profile shape from which to begin a pulse. The reactor
is assumed to be at a uniform initial temperature for convenience.
The micro-scale unit cell boundary conditions relate to the macro-scale boundary
conditions. As the reactor is assumed to be adiabatic and cannot lose heat, outer boundaries
of each unit cell are also adiabatic heat boundaries. As a unit cell is less than any neutron’s
MFP, the neutron flux at the boundary and within the interior is assumed to be at a constant
flux set by the macro-scale solution.
MMPM relies on using many independent micro-scale unit cell simulations located at
predefined locations in the macro-scale simulation. Each unit cell simulation receives
unique information during the simulation from the macro-scale simulation solution at that
location. Each unit cell preserves previous time history solutions as initial conditions for
the next time step with new information transferred from the macro-scale simulation. The
power density, calculated from the neutron scalar flux, ϕ, is calculated at each micro-scale
location in the macro-scale domain. Each calculated power density value is provided to a
unit cell at that corresponding location. The power density is multiplied by the total unit
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cell volume giving the total power produced by each unit cell. This unit cell power is then
divided by the fuel grain volume forming an equivalent unit cell power density for the heat
equation with only the fuel grain material generating heat.
With a temperature solution for each micro-scale simulation, the average temperature of
the fuel grain and the average temperature of the moderator shell (graphite in a unit cell)
are transferred to each location in the macro-scale domain. These average temperature
values form a field from which needed material temperature values for a temperaturedependent cross section library are interpolated or extrapolated. Temperature-dependent
cross sections libraries provide cross sections using both fields of average temperatures.
However, the neutron diffusion equation at the macro-scale requires a homogenized cross
section value so the temperature-dependent cross sections from the moderator shell and
fuel grain are homogenized according to equation 9, which becomes
〈Σ 〉 =

Σ

,

(𝑇 )𝑉 𝜙 , + Σ , 𝑇
𝑉 𝜙 , +𝑉 𝜙 ,

𝑉 𝜙

,

,
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where subscripts ms and fg represent the moderator shell and fuel grain, respectively and
the average temperature is denoted as 𝑇. With an assumption that neutron flux is the same
value throughout each unit cell, 𝜙

,

=𝜙

turns equation 21 into a volume weighted

,

arithmetic average, similar to equation 1, simplifying to
〈Σ 〉 =

Σ

,

(𝑇 )𝑉
𝑉

+Σ
+𝑉

,

𝑇

𝑉

.
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The homogenized cross sections from equation 22 replace the temperature-dependent cross
sections in each governing equation, equations 18, 19, and 20.
The temperature-dependent cross sections of equation 22 are few-group cross sections
generated by Serpent 2 unit cell simulations at different combinations of fuel grain and
moderator shell temperatures. These Serpent 2 simulations are eigenvalue calculations with
the moderator shell material temperature and fuel grain material temperature varying to
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form the tabulated temperature points of the compiled cross section library for use in
MAMMOTH.
A MAMMOTH transient simulation starts out with an initial macro-scale MAMMOTH
eigenvalue simulation to establish the initial flux shape and scale the solution to a user
provided initial average power level of TREAT. Then, at user defined locations, microscale unit cell models are initialized to uniform temperatures set by a user. To begin a
macro-sccale pulse simulation, a user determined positive reactivity is inserted; this being
the last time a user directly interacts with simulation progression.
The inserted positive reactivity causes flux to increase, the calculated macro-scale power
density from flux is calculated at each micro-scale location and transferred to each microscale simulation. Using new information from the macro-scale model, the micro-scale
simulations proceed to solve for new average temperatures in the moderator shell and fuel
grain. These average temperatures are returned to the macro-scale model, one for each
average temperature. The macro-scale simulation recalculates a new flux based on new
temperature information passing a new calculated power density back to each micro-scale
model for them to recalculate new average temperatures. These Picard iterations continue
until the latest values for flux and each temperature no longer change the solution of either
scale, within a Picard convergence criterion. Once converged, all simulations continue to
the next time step. The transient simulation ends when the end time step, provided by the
user, is completed.
With reference to Figure 2, the MAMMOTH simulation process of MMPM is expanded in
Figure 8 showing the MMPM flow. Beginning in the upper-left, a user must create three
input files, the first of which is the MAMMOTH input for a 𝑘-eigenvalue simulation. The
same cross section library, compiled from Serpent 2 simulation solutions, is provided to
the eigenvalue simulation and the transient simulation. The second input file, the transient
MAMMOTH simulation master input file, contains information about initializing with the
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eigenvalue solution and specific locations to spawn micro-scale transient simulations and
transfers routes for information between scales. The master input file also has the
information that inserts reactivity to start a pulse. The third input file, the micro-scale
transient MAMMOTH input file, may be one input file or multiple input files depending
on the position and specifics of the micro-scale structure at each position in the macroscale domain. The micro-scale simulations are spawned and initialized before beginning
the macro-scale simulation.
The macro-scale simulation begins Picard iterations by calculating all temperaturedependent material properties, such as thermal conductivity and homogenized cross
sections according to equation 22. Next, MAMMOTH solves for a neutron scalar flux. The
sampled power density calculated from the neutron scalar flux solution is transferred to
each micro-scale simulations. MAMMOTH solves for a new temperature solution with the
new power generation values. Average temperatures, transferred to the macro-scale
simulation, are used to update material properties. MAMMOTH then repeats the Picard
iteration until solutions for neutron scalar flux and temperature converge. After Picard
convergence, all macro-scale and micro-scale simulations move to the next time step and
begin a new Picard iteration. Once the final time step has converged, the final solution from
all simulations is output, finishing in the bottom-right of Figure 8. Generalized instructions
for executing MMPM with MAMMOTH are found in the appendices including example
input files.
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Figure 8: MAMMOTH multi-scale, multi-physics pulse method (MMPM) process
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5.2

Limitations

The limitations of MMPM come from assumptions and processes. Implementation of
MMPM must either verify assumptions are applicable and bias introduced is manageable.
Limitations are divided into two groups: those that are required as there is no known
alternative path forward and those that should be verified to remain confident in the
applicability of MMPM.
Limitations that must be verified to be true before applying MMPM are:


Bulk heat transfer at the macro-scale is assumed negligible during a pulse, i.e., no
heat leaves the macro-scale fuel material.



A point sample of power density is assumed to represent the power density of a
micro-scale unit cell fuel grain volume.



The interpolation of average temperature values from micro-scale simulations is
assumed to represent bulk temperature profiles.



Neutron flux throughout a unit cell is assumed to be a constant profile throughout
a pulse, simplifying the process to produce power from fission and to homogenize
cross sections.

5.3

Verification

The verification of MMPM has two goals:
1. Verify that multi-physics and multi-scale coupling has been correctly implemented.
2. Verify that assumptions limiting the method are valid.
The first goal relates to suggested requirements for multi-physics, multi-scale coupling
from literature summarized in section 2.3. The second goal proves the limiting assumptions
are indeed reasonable allowing MMPM to be applied.
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5.3.1

Heat Transport Verification

A micro-scale unit cell simulation provides a temperature solution by solving the heat
equation. The analytical solution provided in Ref. [3] for a spherical unit cell with constant
properties provides a foundation against which to compare a micro-scale solution. The
analytical solution for the average fuel grain temperature, 𝑇 , and average moderator shell
temperature, 𝑇 , begins with
Ψ (𝑟) = (𝛽 𝑎𝑏 − 1) sinh 𝛽 (𝑏 − 𝑎)
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+𝛽 (𝑏 − 𝑎) cosh 𝛽 (𝑏 − 𝑎) sinh 𝛽 𝑟 ,
Ψ (𝑟) = sinh 𝛽 𝑎 − 𝛽 𝑎 cosh 𝛽 𝑎

𝛽 𝑏 cosh 𝛽 (𝑏 − 𝑟)
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− sinh 𝛽 (𝑏 − 𝑟) ,
where 𝑟 is the radius, 𝛽 =

𝜆 𝜌 𝑐

,

/𝑘 and 𝛽

=

constant 𝜆 is the inverse of reactor period, and 𝑘 , 𝑘

𝜆 𝜌
,𝜌 ,𝜌

𝑐

/𝑘

,

,𝑐

,

with the time

, and 𝑐

,

are the

thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat capacity for the fuel grain and shell
moderator as denoted by subscript, 𝑎 is the radius at the grain and shell interface, 𝑏 is the
radius at the outer shell where an adiabatic boundary condition is placed.
Continuing on using Ψ and Ψ ,
u (𝑟) =
u

𝑄𝑎𝑘
𝜆 𝑘 Ψ (𝑎) − 𝑘

(𝑟) =

𝑄𝑎𝑘
𝜆 𝑘 Ψ (𝑎) − 𝑘

where 𝑄 = 𝑃 /(𝜌 𝑐

,

Ψ (𝑟)
,
𝑟
Ψ (𝑎)
Ψ (𝑟)
,
𝑟
Ψ (𝑎)
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) and 𝑃 is the initial power density. This further provides solution

temperature profiles as
T (𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑢 (𝑟) +
T (𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑢

(𝑟)𝑒

𝑄
𝑒
𝜆

, for 𝑟 ≤ 𝑎,

, for 𝑎 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑏.
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Integrated temperature solutions provide average temperatures for a constant period heat
generation as
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T (𝑡) =

∫ 𝑟 𝑇 (𝑟, 𝑡)𝑑𝑟

T (𝑡) =

∫ 𝑟 𝑑𝑟

∫ 𝑟 𝑇 (𝑟, 𝑡)𝑑𝑟
∫ 𝑟 𝑑𝑟
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,

30

.

Equations 27, 28, 29, and 30 provide the analytical solution [3] to verify a micro-scale unit
cell simulation with given constant properties and constant reactor period without
feedback. The analytical solution does not satisfy the initial temperature condition, 𝑇 , as
the initial condition is insignificant as the exponential term dominates after 𝑏 𝜌
𝑘

𝑐

,

/

time has passed, termed the separable time [3]. As such, this analytical solution may

be thought of as a change of temperature from an initial temperature and simple addition
of 𝑇 would bring a solution close to the actual value.
For the analytical solution, Table 1 provides the constant values used. From these values,
the 𝑏 to 𝑎 ratio is 13.05, the period is 80 ms, and the separable time is 25.31 ms. These
same values are used in a spherical coordinate micro-scale MAMMOTH transient
simulation. The same boundary conditions, symmetry at 0 cm and adiabatic at 𝑏 (both
behave as Neumann boundary conditions equal to zero), with the same initial temperature
condition and exponential power density growth heat generation are used in the
MAMMOTH simulation. The average temperature of both fuel grain and moderator shell
are tracked as time progresses. The analytical solution and simulation average temperatures
are all plotted in Figure 9 (UO2 fuel grain temperature denoted by 𝑇
moderator shell temperature denoted by 𝑇

and graphite

. The comparison of temperature values at 0.55

s (consistent with the time reported in Ref. [3]) is presented in Table 2.
The MAMMOTH solution is in good agreement with the analytical solution with
discrepancies attributed to Ref. [3] derivation of the analytical solution not enforcing the
initial condition. An analytical solution with temperature-dependent material properties is
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currently not available. In reality, material properties do vary with temperature. As such, a
comparison of the MAMMOTH solution with constant properties to the MAMMOTH
solution with temperature-dependent properties shows the changes in a unit cell
temperature profile and its average temperatures.
Table 1: Constant values for the unit cell analytical temperature solution
Input Property
Fuel Grain Radius, 𝑎
Moderator Shell Outer Radius, 𝑏
Initial Temperature, 𝑇
Initial Power Density, 𝑃
Time Constant, 𝜆
Fuel Grain Thermal Conductivity, 𝑘
Fuel Grain Density, 𝜌
Fuel Grain Specific Heat Capacity, 𝑐 ,
Shell Moderator Thermal Conductivity, 𝑘
Shell Moderator Density, 𝜌
Shell Moderator Specific Heat Capacity, 𝑐

,

Value
Units
0.005
cm
0.06525
cm
300
K
300.03
W/cm3
12.5
s-1
0.062652 W/(cm K)
0.010963
kg/cm3
267.0863 J/(kg K)
0.3014 W/(cm K)
0.0018
kg/cm3
995.5547 J/(kg K)

These temperature-dependent properties do not account for fission fragment damage or
burnup in the fuel. Fresh UO2 fuel thermal conductivity is taken from equation 11 in Ref.
[51] as
𝑘 (𝑇) =

1
𝑇
6.548 + 23.533
1000

+

64𝑒

,
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𝑇
1000

with units of W/(cm K). The fresh UO2 density is assumed to be a constant 𝜌 (𝑇) =
0.010963 kg/cm due to little change with temperatures below the melting point [46],
[52]. The fresh UO2 specific heat capacity is taken from equation 4 in Ref. [52] is given as
𝑐

,

(𝑇) = 267200

52.1743 + 87.951

𝑇
+31.542
1000
with units of J/(kg K) [46].

𝑇
𝑇
− 84.2411
1000
1000

𝑇
− 2.6334
1000

𝑇
− 0.71391
1000

32
,
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Figure 9: Analytical to MAMMOTH comparison of average temperatures in time
Nuclear-grade (moderator) graphite’s thermal conductivity is reduced to a “saturation
limit” by neutron radiation damage [53]. As such, the temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity for nuclear graphite includes neutron radiation, but not fission fragment
radiation damage. The graphite thermal conductivity is assumed to be a constant 𝑘

(𝑇) =

0.3014 W/(cm K) taken as the average value from Figure 7’s 12 dpa in Ref. [53], which
illustrates the reduced thermal conductivity remaining nearly constant with temperature
change. The graphite density is assumed to remain a constant value of 𝜌

(𝑇) = 0.0018

kg/cm , which is slightly higher than the reported TREAT fuel density [46]. The graphite
specific heat capacity is taken from equation 4 in Ref. [46] as
𝑐

,

(𝑇) = (11.07𝑇

with units of J/(kg K).

.

+ 0.0003688𝑇

.

) ,
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Table 2: Comparison of the unit cell analytical and MAMMOTH solutions
Comparison Value at 𝒕 = 𝟎. 𝟓𝟓 s
Fuel Grain Average Temperature, [K]
Moderator Shell Average Temperature, [K]
Temperature at 𝑟 = 0 cm, [K]
Temperature at r = a, [K]
Temperature at 𝑟 = 𝑏, [K]

Analytical MAMMOTH
320.407
305.820
331.953
312.706
305.644

320.582
305.998
332.202
312.846
305.822

Relative
Difference
0.055 %
0.058 %
0.075 %
0.045 %
0.058 %

Comparing the effect of temperature-dependent properties for the previous MAMMOTH
simulation, Figure 10, shows the average temperature solutions to be different. An
analytical solution with temperature-dependent material properties is unavailable. The
further into a pulse with larger average temperature values, the larger the temperature
difference between dependent properties and constant properties for both fuel grain and
moderator shell average temperatures. Temperature-dependent properties are included in
MMPM to increase fidelity of temperature feedback at the pulse peak power and peak
temperature.

Figure 10: MAMMOTH comparison of temperature-dependent properties
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5.3.2

Neutron Verification

A simple semi-infinite single material slab geometry surrounded by a vacuum provides an
analytical solution with which to compare MAMMOTH. A simple two energy group cross
section library without delayed neutron precursors provides neutron cross sections. Table
3 contains the input properties for this slab.
The eigenvalue solution for the two-group neutron diffusion equation is taken from
equation 7-45 in Ref. [8] as
𝑘=
where Σ

𝜈Σ
Σ

+𝐷 𝐵

+

Σ

Σ
+𝐷 𝐵

𝜈Σ
Σ

+𝐷 𝐵

,
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= Σ , the diffusion coefficient is 𝐷 = (3Σ ) , and the geometric buckling

factor is 𝐵 = (𝜋/𝑎) with the extrapolated slab thickness 𝑎 = 83.932 cm. Subscripts
denote which energy group each value represents in Table 3.
Table 3: Analytical slab neutron input properties
Input Property
Neutron Velocity, 𝑣
Transport, Σ
Removal, Σ
Fission Production, 𝜈Σ
Within Scattering, Σ
Out Scattering, Σ

Fast Group, 1 Thermal Group, 2 Units
15,000,000
320,000
cm/s
0.34
0.4
cm-1
0.004
0.005
cm-1
0.0003
0.008
cm-1
0.35
0.4
cm-1
0.004
0
cm-1

An eigenvalue MAMMOTH simulation matching the semi-infinite slab geometry is
compared with equation 34 in Table 4. The MAMMOTH simulation uses a zero Dirichlet
boundary condition at the extrapolated slab thickness instead of vacuum conditions at the
exact slab thickness due to the definition of the buckling factor. Delayed neutron precursors
are disabled during the simulation providing a comparable result.
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Table 4: Slab eigenvalue comparison of analytical to MAMMOTH
Analytical
MAMMOTH
1.02138928
1.02138686
Per cent mille (pcm) Difference
0.2416 pcm
As MMPM relies on homogenization of cross sections, another cross section library with
a hypothetical fuel grain and moderator shell is provided to MAMMOTH. The semiinfinite slab is composed of a moderator shell material and fuel grain material homogenized
together into a homogeneous material. The cross sections for the heterogeneous slab are
found in Table 5. The cross sections are homogenized, equation 22, using the volume ratio
of 0.04 percent fuel grain and 99.96 percent moderator shell. With the extrapolated slab
thickness of 𝑎 = 78.385 cm and the new cross section values, equation 34 gives an
eigenvalue of unity. The MAMMOTH eigenvalue simulation using a zero Dirichlet
boundary condition gives 𝑘 = 0.99999524. The two eigenvalues are different by 0.4764
pcm. This verifies that MAMMOTH’s homogenization of cross sections is correct.
Table 5: Cross sections for heterogeneous slab
Input Property
Neutron Velocity, 𝑣

Fast Group, 1 Thermal Group, 2 Units
15,000,000
320,000
cm/s
Fuel Grain Material
0.93
10.4
cm-1
Transport, Σ
0.5
9.9
cm-1
Removal, Σ
0.71
20.5
cm-1
Fission Production, 𝜈Σ
0.44
0.5
cm-1
Within Scattering, Σ
0.0016
0
cm-1
Out Scattering, Σ
Moderator Shell Material
0.34
0.4
cm-1
Transport, Σ
0.004
0.00069
cm-1
Removal, Σ
0
0
cm-1
Fission Production, 𝜈Σ
0.35
0.4
cm-1
Within Scattering, Σ
0.004
0
cm-1
Out Scattering, Σ
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5.3.3

Multi-scale Coupling Verification

Both the heat and multi-group neutron diffusion governing equations are applicable at both
the macro-scale and micro-scale. MMPM is able to separate these governing equations on
the condition that the solutions satisfy the principle of separation of scales. In essence, a
neutron flux solution from the macro-scale domain must have little to no gradient change
within the micro-scale domain and the micro-scale average temperature solutions must
create a temperature field able to represent a temperature profile across the macro-scale
domain.
In order to exclude the neutron flux governing equation from the micro-scale simulation,
the neutron flux must be the same value across all boundaries of the micro-scale domain.
Another less strict requirement is that fission events must be constant across a fuel grain,
thus producing uniform heat generation when ignoring fission fragment travel. Verification
of a constant flux across a micro-scale domain must also account for resonance feedback
peaks in cross section values [54].
The constant flux assumption allows for point samples of the macro-scale neutron flux
solution to represent an entire neutron flux across the micro-scale domain. This translates
into a calculated fission power density point sample representing a uniform heat generation
in a fuel grain as opposed to a spatially varying heat generation within a fuel grain.
The heat equation is solved on a micro-scale simulation providing average fuel grain and
moderator shell temperatures at points in the macro-scale domain. To verify the assumption
that these average temperature values are representative of a macro-scale temperature
profile, the heat equation is solved with a prescribed power profile on a macro-scale
domain. The prescribed average power density profile is then supplied to a micro-scale
domain and the average temperature of the moderator shell is compared with the reactor
average temperature of the macro-scale domain.
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In this example, the macro-scale domain is assumed to be a simple cube reactor surrounded
by a cube shell reflector. The reactor size is set such that the cube volume is the same
volume as the fuel mixture of 225 TREAT fuel assemblies (TREAT’s reference core [39]),
2,469,861 cm3. As TREAT has about 24 inches of permanent graphite reflectors
surrounding the reactor core [44], the reflector thickness of the macro-scale domain is
assumed to be the same thickness as TREAT’s reflector and in perfect contact with the
macro-scale reactor core. Table 6 provides the geometric characteristics of the macro-scale
domain. The micro-scale spherical domain for the simulation is the 20 μm radius HEU fuel
grain unit cell with characteristics provided in Table 7.
Table 6: Reflected cube reactor macro-scale domain characteristics
Characteristic
Value [cm]
Reactor Side Length
135.17
Reflector Thickness
60.96
Total Side Length
257.09
Core Mesh Element Cube Length
5.006
Reflector Mesh Element Cube Length
5.08
Table 7: 20 μm radius HEU fuel grain unit cell characteristics
Characteristic
Value [cm]
Fuel Grain Radius
0.0020
Moderator Transition Thickness
0.0020
Moderator Shell Total Thickness
0.0253
Moderator Shell Boundary Radius
0.0273
Fuel Grain Mesh Element
0.0002
Moderator Transition Mesh Element
0.0002
Moderator Regular Mesh Element
0.0003
The prescribed power profile for this example is the TREAT transient EOS-2 [46], [55]
being one of the highest power pulses performed in TREAT. The transient reached a peak
reactor power of 19 GW. The pulse duration was about 0.33 seconds. The simulated
reflected cube reactor is smaller than the TREAT core used to produce the EOS-2 pulse.
With the power density being consistent with the EOS-2 pulse, the simulation’s peak
reactor power is lower as shown in Figure 11 at approximately 14 GW.
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Figure 11: Results from applying the EOS-2 transient on the reflected cube reactor
Figure 11 illustrates the time lag phenomenon. For this prescribed power profile, the
temperature of the micro-scale graphite is lower than the macro-scale core temperature
over most of the length of the transient due to the diffusion time of heat from the fuel grain
to the graphite in the unit cell at the beginning of the pulse. The core average temperature
reaches a maximum difference of 8.9 K at 0.135 s from the graphite average temperature.
At the end of the transient, the graphite average temperature is 8.3 K higher than the core
average temperature due to bulk heat transfer to the reflector.
Perfect conduction exists at the interface between the graphite reflector and the cube
reactor. As such, some heat has moved into the reflector lowering the final core average
temperature. This bulk heat transfer is not captured by the micro-scale unit cell heat
simulations, which produce higher temperatures after the peak power has been reached as
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seen in Figure 11. The core average temperature experiences a 305.0 ΔK change during
the pulse; the reflector average temperature experiences a 1.8 ΔK change during this same
time. By limiting heat transfer (“heat limited”) to only the core region forcing an adiabatic
core condition, no heat is conducted into the reflector. The final heat limited core average
temperature matches the average micro-scale moderator shell temperature showing that
both simulations generated the same amount of heat.
As the graphite temperature affects feedback when coupling to the neutron transport
equation, time lag during the beginning of a pulse affects the simulation solution in a more
significant way than the removal of heat from the core to the reflector at the end of a pulse
after feedback has already been established and is decreasing the power. The difference
shown in Figure 11 illustrates a limitation of MMPM. However, MMPM may still be
applied to TREAT as TREAT limits bulk heat transfer out of the core to the reflector.
5.3.4

Multi-scale Verification

With each part of MMPM verified independent of the other parts, the final verification is
the complete MMPM compared to an explicit representation of the same domain. The
explicit model, with a fuel grain and moderator shell fully meshed, solves the temperature
and neutron transport equations all within the same mesh. As MMPM contains some
approximations, the comparison of an explicit model with MMPM’s model shows the
behavior being similar, but not exactly the same. Each model must have a similar response
for:


Neutron transport feedback from changing temperatures.



Heat production from fission events.



Multi-physics coupling during a transient solution.

To achieve these results, a verification problem is selected keeping in mind the limitations
of both models. The problem domain is limited by the computational resources required by
the explicit model. As such, an infinite (or periodic) domain is selected with only a small
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portion of that infinite domain being modeled; the domain size is equivalent in size to a
volume made by eight (2 by 2 by 2) LEU 20 μm radius unit cell domains. The domain has
reflective boundary conditions. The 20 μm radius LEU cross sections (see chapter 6) are
selected to provide more Doppler feedback over HEU cross sections as an infinite domain
has no leakage feedback. The heterogeneity of the explicit model also requires the use of a
neutron transport method capable of handling heterogeneity, the self-adjoint angular flux
(SAAF) equation [56] as opposed to the neutron diffusion equation, though the coupling
to the heat equation is similar and MMPM does not require a specific form for the neutron
governing equation. The heterogeneous explicit mesh domain is shown in Figure 12. Table
8 provides the explicit model characteristics; the fuel grain radius is increased to offset
volume loss from tetrahedral meshing of a sphere.

Figure 12: Explicit model’s mesh domain for verification
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MMPM mirrors the explicit model domain with a homogenous fuel mixture for the “macroscale” domain with reflective boundary conditions. Eight 20 μm radius unit cell “microscale” simulations are positioned at the center of each fuel grain in the explicit model.
MMPM also uses the 20 μm radius LEU cross sections with the SAAF equation to be
consistent with the explicit model. Both the explicit model and MMPM simulations are
initialized with an eigenvalue initial condition. Table 10 provides a comparison of the
eigenvalues using a Serpent 2 simulation as an independent reference. The explicit model
and MMPM eigenvalues are consistent with a difference of 19.7 pcm. The explicit model
is 68.2 pcm different from the Serpent 2 value.
Table 9 provides the characteristics of the macro-scale and micro-scale simulation models
for MMPM. The total fuel grain volume and total moderator shell volume are preserved
between the explicit model and the MMPM model.
Table 8: Explicit model domain characteristics
Characteristic
Value [cm]
Fuel Grain Radius (Increased)
0.0021
Unit Cell Side Length
0.0278
Total Domain Side Length
0.0557
Both the explicit model and MMPM simulations are initialized with an eigenvalue initial
condition. Table 10 provides a comparison of the eigenvalues using a Serpent 2 simulation
as an independent reference. The explicit model and MMPM eigenvalues are consistent
with a difference of 19.7 pcm. The explicit model is 68.2 pcm different from the Serpent 2
value.
Table 9: Model characteristics for MMPM verification
Characteristic
Value [cm]
Micro-scale Fuel Grain Radius
0.0020
Micro-scale Outer Moderator Shell Radius
0.0173
Macro-scale Domain Side Length
0.0557
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Table 10: Eigenvalue results from differing sources
Source
k-Eigenvalue
Serpent 2 (95 % Confidence) 1.68257 ± 0.00029
Explicit Model
1.68325
MMPM Macro-scale Model
1.68345
Initializing the MAMMOTH transient with an eigenvalue solution sets the critical flux to
the eigenvalue flux solution. A null transient test can be used to verify this; if no reactivity
change is provided to the MAMMOTH transient simulation initialized with this
eigenvalue, the transient solution will remain at the current flux even though the eigenvalue
may be super-critical, as is the case for the models in Table 10.
Verification proceeds with a null transient MAMMOTH simulation from the eigenvalue
solution with the coupling of the heat equation to the neutron transport equation. With the
temperature feedback coupling, a null transient test is ended as the power reduces with
Doppler feedback increasing with temperature. To speed up the introduction of temperature
feedback, initial TREAT power is set to an artificially high value of 1 GW. The transient
power results are presented in Figure 13.
Subtle differences in MMPM’s process when compared to an explicit model do produce
expected differences between the solutions. MMPM provides an average material
temperature for the fuel grain and moderator shell to provide temperature feedback on the
macro-scale. The explicit model provides temperature values per element for feedback;
elements at the center of the fuel grains have higher temperature values than the edges
affecting feedback. Average temperatures of materials are compared in Figure 13.
With all exponential growth functions, slight variations at the beginning of a transient are
magnified as time progresses. This is seen when comparing power solutions from the
explicit model and MMPM’s model. When comparing the percentage difference relative
to the explicit model solutions, Figure 14 shows each difference is changing in value, but
the differences have all remained under a magnitude of 0.3 percent.
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Figure 13: Transient MAMMOTH power profile results for verification
MMPM behaves consistent with the explicit model, even when the domain of the explicit
model, the macro-scale model, and the micro-scale model are all of the same order of
magnitude as a unit cell. During this final verification, MMPM forces the separation of
scales even though 𝐿 ≈ 𝑙. Indeed, this final verification problem is technically outside
MMPM’s applicability range but still shows consistent results due to the boundary
conditions producing an infinite reactor.
To summarize, all verification results prove MMPM produces transient solution behavior
consistent with verifiable models and an explicit model by maintaining consistent
governing equations with proper multi-physics coupling. However, the verification results
also show MMPM is not an exact replacement for an explicit model; the tradeoffs between
fidelity, computational resources, problem mechanics, and MMPM’s own limitations must
be considered before choosing MMPM over an explicit model, if one exists.
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Figure 14: Relative solution difference comparing the explicit and MMPM solutions
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6

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The demonstration of MMPM includes three major analysis tasks. The first task shows the
behavior of MMPM over a range of inserted reactivity values. The second task investigates
the change in feedback mechanisms between HEU and LEU fuel concepts. The third task
compares pulse characteristics from varying LEU fuel pulses to a single HEU fuel pulse to
explore predicted effects due to fuel conversion and if pulse characteristics can be matched
after conversion.
The demonstration model is described while illustrating the inclusion of MMPM. A model
not using MMPM is also analyzed providing a baseline reference. The required cross
section verification to satisfy the separation of scales requirement is presented for each
library.
As the codes used are state-of-the-art and are continually being improved by the
developers, the version or Git identification commit are presented in Table 11. The results
produced here and during verification are repeatable with the versions listed even if
continual development improves or changes the solutions in anyway.
Table 11: Identification of software codes
Name
Serpent 2
MAMMOTH
6.1

Identification
Version 2.1.27
Git Commit 63efea86

Date
September 23, 2016
November 6, 2018

Models

Two models are analyzed for this demonstration. The baseline model not including MMPM
is termed the “standard” model. The model including MMPM is termed the “MMPM”
model. Both share similar geometries, boundary conditions, material properties, and initial
conditions. The differences will explicitly be identified as each model is described.
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The standard model’s geometry is the same as the MMPM model’s macro-scale geometry.
Both use the simplified reflected cube reactor described in section 5.3.3 with dimensions
specified in Table 6. To reduce computational resources, a one-eighth symmetric quadrant
of the simplified cube reactor is simulated for this demonstration with the same boundary
conditions as before, symmetry boundary conditions and vacuum boundary conditions
outside the reflector.
To be consistent and maintain comparability of results, both models use the same cross
section libraries and a heat limited standard model is also provided enforcing an adiabatic
core assumption just as before. The standard model assumes all material is in thermal
equilibrium while the MMPM model uses micro-scale temperature solutions for fuel grain
and moderator shell material temperatures needed by each temperature-dependent cross
section library. Volume ratios from the micro-scale geometry are used to homogenize
material properties and cross sections using the volume weighted arithmetic mean
(equation 1) for density and specific heat, the volume weighted harmonic mean (equation
2) for thermal conductivity, and the flat flux assumption homogenization (equation 22) for
cross sections.
For the MMPM model, a micro-scale geometry including a fission fragment damage layer
is included between the fuel grain and moderator shell [46]. The inclusion of this fission
fragment damage layer approximates used fuel or fuel with burnup as opposed to fresh
fuel. The standard model includes the changed material properties of the damage layer
during material property homogenization. The MMPM model also uses the changed
material properties for the micro-scale geometry and assumes a simple damage track
distribution of fission energy.
This simple damage track distribution of fission energy merits a description of the
underlying physics. When uranium (and other fissionable elements) undergoes fission, the
nucleus separates into fission fragments. Fission fragments are imparted much of the
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energy from fission as kinetic energy. The fission fragments travel through the fuel material
causing damage; this path is termed as an irradiation damage track. Fission fragments
impart energy to the material until they come to rest [57]. A damage track length is on the
same order of magnitude as a fuel grain size for a single micro-scale unit cell [3].
Both models are adapted from the verification models to handle fission fragment effects
and irradiation damage. The standard model includes the volume ratio of the damage layer
when homogenizing material properties for the heat equation. The cross section
homogenization for both models is unchanged as damage layer cross sections are
unaffected by fission fragment damage and remain the same as the rest of the moderator
shell.
The fuel grain material has an irradiated modified thermal conductivity. This modification
to unirradiated temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of UO 2, 𝑘 (𝑇) of equation
31, is taken from equation 14 of Ref. [58] being
𝑘

,

35

(𝑇) = 𝜅 (𝑇)𝜅 𝜅 𝜅 𝜅 (𝑇)𝑘 (𝑇),

with
𝜅 (𝑇) =
𝜅
𝜅
𝜅

1.09
0.0643√𝑇
+
arctan
𝐵𝑈 .
√𝐵𝑈

0.019𝐵𝑈
1+𝑒
3 − 0.019𝐵𝑈
1−𝑝
=
,
1 + 𝑝(𝜎 − 1)

= 1+

,

,
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= 1,

𝜅 (𝑇) = 1 −

1.09
0.0643√𝑇
+
𝐵𝑈 .
√𝐵𝑈

0.2

,

40

1+𝑒
where T is the temperature in Kelvin, 𝐵𝑈 is the atom percentage burnup, 𝑝 is the volume
fraction of pores and bubbles, and 𝜎 is the pore shape factor. Table 12 provides the assumed
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values consistent to those used in Ref. [46]. The density, heat capacity, and cross sections
of a fuel grain are assumed to be unchanged by fission fragment radiation damage.
Table 12: Fission fragment irradiation thermal conductivity variable values
Variable
BU
p
σ

Value
1.0
0.05
1.5

The fission fragments that leave a fuel grain create a damage layer surrounding the fuel
grain. This damage layer has a further reduced thermal conductivity from the neutron
irradiation thermal conductivity of the rest of the moderator shell. The irradiated thermal
conductivity of the damage layer is 𝑘

= 0.01046 W/(cm K) [46]. The density, heat

capacity, and cross sections are unchanged from the moderator shell values.
Volume ratios used to homogenize material properties are calculated from the micro-scale
geometry and vary due to the damage layer having an assumed fixed thickness of 14 μm
[47] irrespective of a fuel grain radius size. The micro-scale geometry consists of four
zones on a 1D spherical mesh: fuel grain, damage layer, transition moderator layer (i.e., a
transitional mesh zone between elements of different sizes on either side of the zone), and
undamaged moderator layer. The fuel grain radius and transition layer length are equivalent
and determined by the radius of the fuel grain. The transition layer and undamaged layer
use the same material properties and only the mesh element size differs. The undamaged
layer length varies based on the fuel grain radius and the fuel type. The mesh element size
for all zones is kept around 0.0002 cm except for the undamaged layer which has elements
of around 0.0003 cm. HEU and LEU fuel maintain a moderator shell to fuel grain volume
ratio of 2535 and 643.5, respectively. These volume ratios are calculated from atomic
number densities ratios provided in section 6.2. Table 13 provides the outer boundary
radius for each micro-scale mesh domain. The damage layer, transition layer, and
undamaged layer are all part of the moderator shell when determining the moderator shell
to fuel grain volume ratio.
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Table 13: Demonstration micro-scale mesh outer boundary radius
Fuel Grain Radius
HEU 20 μm
HEU 10 μm
HEU 5 μm
LEU 20 μm
LEU 10 μm
LEU 5 μm

Outer Boundary Radius
272.73 μm
136.37 μm
68.18 μm
172.76 μm
86.38 μm
43.19 μm

Assuming both HEU and LEU fuel have the same material properties isolates any resulting
variation when comparing the two solutions to being a product of the change in feedback
mechanisms. The measured bulk thermal conductivity of fresh HEU TREAT fuel is 0.2252
W/(cm K) at 338 K [59]. As HEU fuel has a high moderator-to-fuel volume ratio, the
thermal conductivity of the bulk fuel is very close to the thermal conductivity of graphite.
The assumed value in this work for neutron irradiated graphite is above the measured fresh
value. To truly explore the variation associated with converting TREAT to LEU fuel,
including both temperature feedback mechanism changes and different material properties
will result in higher fidelity results. This work, however, focuses on the change in feedback
mechanisms alone by assuming the same material properties for both HEU and LEU fuel.
The MMPM model for irradiated fuel accounts for non-localized heat generation due to
fission fragment damage track heating by assuming a portion of the power for a unit cell is
generated in both the fuel grain and the damage layer. Fission fragments impart energy to
material they are traveling through as well as a sizable portion at the end of their track
length [57]. To keep the demonstration simple, energy deposited at the end of a track length
is ignored; this assumes that all energy is proportionally distributed along a damage track
length. Ref. [42] relates the fractional number of fission fragment escaping, 𝑓 , from a fuel
grain and the fractional amount of track length remaining, 𝑆 , in these escaped fission
fragments as
𝑓 =

3𝑅
4𝑟

1−

𝑅
12𝑟

for 𝑅 < 2𝑟 ,

41
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𝑆 = 1−

1 3𝑅
𝑓 8𝑟

1−

𝑅
8𝑟

,

42

where 𝑟 is the radius of the fuel grain and 𝑅 is the fission fragment average range in the
fuel grain, which is taken as 11.4 μm [47]. When 𝑅 > 2𝑟 then 𝑓 = 1. The energy
produced from fission in a damage layer is
𝐸 =𝑓𝑆 𝐸 ,
where 𝐸

43

is the energy produced by an entire unit cell. The energy produced in a fuel grain

is
𝐸 = (1 − 𝑓 𝑆 )𝐸 .
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The specific distribution of heat generation is ignored, and energy is assumed to be
deposited uniformly within either the fuel grain or damage layer. Thus, a micro-scale
simulation simply divides the deposited energy, either equation 43 or equation 44, by the
respective material’s volume to produce a uniform power density for each heat generating
material needed in the heat equation.
6.2

Cross Section Libraries

As the same cross section library is used for both models, six cross section libraries are
formed to cover two fuel enrichments, HEU and LEU, and three fuel grain sizes, 20, 10,
and 5 μm radius particles. Serpent 2 simulations to form each library maintained the same
structure; fuel particles are arranged in an ordered cube lattice within a graphite matrix,
similar to the domain shown in Figure 12. Simulations applied reflective boundary
conditions on all sides of the cube lattice making the geometry behave as an infinite reactor.
The volume ratio of moderator to fuel is preserved for each fuel enrichment.
All cross section libraries share the same 6 energy groups and provide 6 delayed neutron
precursor groups. Table 14 provides the energy group cutoff values from slowest to fastest.
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The determination of energy groups is influence by suggested graphite energy groups
found in Tables 8.2 and 8.3 in Ref. [60] for graphite thermal reactors.
Table 14: Demonstration energy group cutoff values
Energy Group
1
2
3
4
5
6

Upper Cutoff Energy [MeV]
3.50 x 10-8
4.00 x 10-7
2.00 x 10-6
1.76 x 10-5
8.50 x 10-4
2.00 x 101

All cross section libraries are composed of cross section data at material temperature state
points, shown in Table 15, corresponding to a single Serpent 2 simulation at that
temperature combination. To create a single library at all temperature combinations shown
in Table 15 requires 247 Serpent 2 eigenvalue simulations (the product of 19 fuel and 13
moderator temperature state points). Cross section values are linearly interpolated for
temperature values between the state points of a library by MAMMOTH.
Atomic densities for each material are provided in Before using Serpent 2 to verify the
constant flux assumption from chapter 5, a neutron’s mean free path (MFP) through a
material provides some insight into the assumption. A MFP is an average distance traveled
in a material before interacting with the material. To illustrate that assuming a constant
micro-scale neutron flux is a reasonable assumption for both HEU and LEU fuel, peak
resonance microscopic cross sections from Figure 5 are used to compute the MFP by
MFP = Σ∗ = (𝑁𝜎∗ ) ,
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where Σ∗ and 𝜎∗ is the macroscopic cross section and microscopic cross section,
respectively, of the desired interaction type and 𝑁 is the atomic number density of the
interacting material. Even though MFP provides an indication about how reasonable the
constant flux assumption would be, MFP cannot verify the assumption. Simulating a
micro-scale domain in Serpent 2 and comparing flux tallies in the moderator shell and fuel
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grain indicates that the flux is indeed constant across the micro-scale domain. The
temperature of the moderator shell and fuel grain must be varied to verify the constant flux
assumption holds throughout a pulse as each material heats up. The constant flux
verification is completed at the same time as generating cross section libraries with Serpent
2. Some small deviation is expected due to the random nature of Monte Carlo sampling.
Table 18 provides the inputs and calculated values.
Table 16 for HEU fuel and Even though MFP provides an indication about how reasonable
the constant flux assumption would be, MFP cannot verify the assumption. Simulating a
micro-scale domain in Serpent 2 and comparing flux tallies in the moderator shell and fuel
grain indicates that the flux is indeed constant across the micro-scale domain. The
temperature of the moderator shell and fuel grain must be varied to verify the constant flux
assumption holds throughout a pulse as each material heats up. The constant flux
verification is completed at the same time as generating cross section libraries with Serpent
2. Some small deviation is expected due to the random nature of Monte Carlo sampling.
Table 17 for LEU fuel. The partial graphitization of TREAT fuel is accounted for by
separating carbon atoms into a free-gas carbon atom material and a graphite material with
S(α, β) influence on the cross sections [44]. Boron atomic densities are increased for the
initial condition eigenvalue MAMMOTH simulation. The MAMMOTH transient removes
this increased amount of added boron at the start of a pulse simulation over 0.005 s. The
specific amount of added boron depends on the desired reactivity insertion needed to start
the desired pulse.
To determine the amount of boron to remove, initial, 𝑘 , and final, 𝑘 , eigenvalue
MAMMOTH solutions are simulated. By tuning the added boron amount for the initial
eigenvalue simulation, a desired initial reactivity is found as
𝜌 =

Δ𝑘
𝑘 −𝑘
=
.
𝑘
𝑘
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Table 15: Material temperature state point values
Fuel Grain [K]
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600

Moderator Shell [K]
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
900
1000

Before using Serpent 2 to verify the constant flux assumption from chapter 5, a neutron’s
mean free path (MFP) through a material provides some insight into the assumption. A
MFP is an average distance traveled in a material before interacting with the material. To
illustrate that assuming a constant micro-scale neutron flux is a reasonable assumption for
both HEU and LEU fuel, peak resonance microscopic cross sections from Figure 5 are used
to compute the MFP by
MFP = Σ∗ = (𝑁𝜎∗ ) ,
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where Σ∗ and 𝜎∗ is the macroscopic cross section and microscopic cross section,
respectively, of the desired interaction type and 𝑁 is the atomic number density of the
interacting material. Even though MFP provides an indication about how reasonable the
constant flux assumption would be, MFP cannot verify the assumption. Simulating a
micro-scale domain in Serpent 2 and comparing flux tallies in the moderator shell and fuel
grain indicates that the flux is indeed constant across the micro-scale domain. The
temperature of the moderator shell and fuel grain must be varied to verify the constant flux
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assumption holds throughout a pulse as each material heats up. The constant flux
verification is completed at the same time as generating cross section libraries with Serpent
2. Some small deviation is expected due to the random nature of Monte Carlo sampling.
Table 18 provides the inputs and calculated values.
Table 16: HEU fuel final state atomic densities [44]
Atomic Density [x 1024/cm3]
UO2 Fuel Grain
234
U
2.25965595224 x 10-4
235
U
2.30539262387 x 10-2
236
U
1.07838082989 x 10-4
238
U
1.32149899884 x 10-3
16
O
4.93996785510 x 10-2
17
O
1.87792805307 x 10-5
Moderator Shell
Free-gas 12C
3.69920668967 x 10-2
Graphite 12C
5.32321558120 x 10-2
50
V
1.59981198299 x 10-9
51
V
6.38308189394 x 10-7
54
Fe
3.03650342740 x 10-7
56
Fe
4.76668668484 x 10-6
57
Fe
1.10085504143 x 10-7
58
Fe
1.46506023373 x 10-8
10
B
1.18001647927 x 10-7
11
B
4.74989486469 x 10-7
Isotope

Even though MFP provides an indication about how reasonable the constant flux
assumption would be, MFP cannot verify the assumption. Simulating a micro-scale domain
in Serpent 2 and comparing flux tallies in the moderator shell and fuel grain indicates that
the flux is indeed constant across the micro-scale domain. The temperature of the
moderator shell and fuel grain must be varied to verify the constant flux assumption holds
throughout a pulse as each material heats up. The constant flux verification is completed
at the same time as generating cross section libraries with Serpent 2. Some small deviation
is expected due to the random nature of Monte Carlo sampling.
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Table 17: LEU fuel final state atomic densities [4]
Atomic Density [x 1024/cm3]
UO2 Fuel Grain
232
U
5.01486296415 x 10-11
234
U
6.46351845194 x 10-5
235
U
4.88882920985 x 10-3
236
U
1.13383277586 x 10-4
238
U
1.94378310974 x 10-2
16
O
4.90093576390 x 10-2
Moderator Shell
12
Free-gas C
1.35377074768 x 10-2
Graphite 12C
7.67137359457 x 10-2
10
B
4.02838292854 x 10-8
11
B
1.62147053160 x 10-7
Isotope

Table 18: Neutron mean free path in TREAT fuel
Incident Energy Mean Free Path [cm]
Cross Section
Isotope
[eV]
HEU
LEU
235
Thermal Fission
U
0.27
0.215
1.01
238
Peak Resonance Absorption
U
6.33
0.108
0.0074
12
Elastic Scattering
C
1000
2.41
2.41
To verify that a neutron flux is indeed flat across a single unit cell, which also satisfies the
separation of scales requirement, flux tallies in each material volume for each Serpent 2
simulation are tracked and compared. Figure 15 through Figure 20 each provide the
maximum relative flux difference between a fuel grain and moderator shell for every
temperature combination and identify which energy group the maximum difference
occurred within for each of the six cross section libraries generated. All of the neutron flux
tallies are less than 3 percent different when comparing the Serpent 2 flux in the fuel grain
and moderator shell.
From these results, a constant flux assumption in a single unit cell is a valid assumption as
self-shielding by a fuel grain is minimal across all energy groups. The assumption is
particularly valid for LEU fuel which overall had smaller maximum differences than HEU
fuel. Smaller fuel grain sizes also had smaller maximum differences.
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Figure 15: HEU 20 μm radius maximum neutron flux difference by energy group

Figure 16: HEU 10 μm radius maximum neutron flux difference by energy group
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Figure 17: HEU 5 μm radius maximum neutron flux difference by energy group

Figure 18: LEU 20 μm radius maximum neutron flux difference by energy group
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Figure 19: LEU 10 μm radius maximum neutron flux difference by energy group

Figure 20: LEU 5 μm radius maximum neutron flux difference by energy group
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6.3

Analysis Results

With each cross section library ready for use in each model, MAMMOTH simulates all
demonstration initial eigenvalue solutions, eigenvalue final solutions, and transient pulse
solutions. To eliminate any influence of a “tail” on a pulse, transient solutions are cutoff in
an effort to create an almost symmetric pulse power profile without a tail. A tail’s influence
on a pulse is largest when comparing short pulses to long pulses if the cutoff time is
equivalent for all pulses.
To create a consistent cutoff time, characteristics of a pulse determine a calculated “end of
pulse” and “beginning of tail” time location or the “pulse time.” To find this pulse time,
the maximum first derivative value of the power trace is found. The time, after the peak
power value, at which the first derivative value is 5 percent of the maximum first derivative
value, found previously, is the location in time when that pulse is considered finished and
the tail begins. All transient pulse results have their tails removed using this pulse time
calculation.
6.3.1

Pulse Demonstration

The first analysis task utilizes the tool Raven [61] to run MAMMOTH simulations with
initial reactivity insertions from 0.98 %Δk/k to 4.56 %Δk/k in reactivity increments of
about 0.16 %Δk/k. This gives a broad range of pulses from “weak” pulses with pulse times
of over 4 s to “strong” pulses with pulse time around 0.5 s. The classification of “weak”
and “strong” are based on the peak power reached in comparison with other pulse peak
power values.
To present the results of all pulses, peak power and energy produced for each pulse are
selected and plotted as reactivity increases. Figure 21 displays peak reactor power of each
pulse. The fuel type is specified with each model and the MMPM model also specifies the
micro-scale fuel grain radius. Energy at pulse time produced by the pulse is shown in Figure
22 showing the behavior of the peak power.
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LEU fuel produces lower peak power than HEU fuel for the same initial reactivity and the
difference grows as reactivity increases. Fuel grain size has a larger effect on peak power
for LEU fuel than for HEU fuel. To show the trend of HEU fuel with respect to variation
of fuel grain size, enlarged portions of Figure 21 at low and high reactivity values are
provided in Figure 23 and Figure 24, respectively.
The comparison of Figure 21, Figure 23, and Figure 24 shows HEU behavior differs from
LEU behavior. The relative order of HEU peak power values is not consistent from low
reactivities to high reactivities, while it is consistent for LEU fuel. The 20 μm radius HEU
peak power is initially greater than the heat limited standard model peak power consistent
with time lag predictions from literature. At high reactivity amounts, the heat limited
standard model is greater than all MMPM models regardless of fuel grain radius.

Figure 21: Peak core power for all transient MAMMOTH simulations
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Figure 22: Energy produced by the pulse for all transient MAMMOTH simulations
To investigate this behavior, a difference in maximum average micro-scale material
temperatures (𝑇 − 𝑇

) from each pulse is shown in Figure 25. The HEU 20 and 10 μm

radius and LEU 20 μm radius models all show a large difference occurring as initial
inserted reactivity is increased. The maximum moderator shell average temperature always
occurs at the end of pulse time. The maximum fuel grain average temperature behaves
differently as seen in Figure 26 showing the HEU 10 μm radius pulses. Weaker pulses have
the maximum fuel grain average temperature occurring at the end of the pulse time. The
fuel grain average temperature profiles begin to form a maximum “peak” as initial
reactivity insertion increase. This behavior is consistent with the other pulses showing
“peaking” fuel grain temperature behavior including the 20 μm radius models.
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Figure 23: Enlargement of peak power behavior at low reactivity insertion

Figure 24: Enlargement of peak power behavior at high reactivity insertion
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Figure 25: Difference between maximum material temperatures

Figure 26: HEU 10 μm radius average temperature profiles during pulses
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The switch between a non-peaking behavior and peaking occurs as the heat generation rate
of a pulse exceeds the flow rate of heat out of a fuel grain causing the fuel grain to heat up.
Diffusion of heat through a damage layer into the rest of the moderator is the only path for
heat generated in the fuel grain to travel. Heat generated in the damage layer from fission
fragments leaving the fuel grain diffuses into the rest of the moderator.
With a fission fragment damage layer present in used fuel, an effective insulation layer for
energy produced in a fuel grain slows heat diffusion into the moderator shell increasing
time lag and increasing the fuel grain temperature. Increased fuel temperature increases
Doppler broadening feedback. Time lag should produce MMPM peak power values above
the heat limited standard model values. Increased Doppler feedback would produce peak
power values below the limited standard model values. The development of the fuel grain
temperature peaking behavior explains the change in relative position for the HEU 20 μm
radius power peaks between Figure 23 and Figure 24 as the relative influence of time lag
and Doppler broadening feedback change with initial reactivity insertion.
6.3.2

Feedback Investigation Demonstration

As the average radius of fuel grains in TREAT is considered to be around 10 μm [59], [62]
and the targeted manufactured fuel grain radius for a converted LEU TREAT fuel has been
selected to have a 5 μm radius [4], a closer investigation of these two prototypic fuel grain
sizes with the MMPM model explores changes in feedback mechanisms as the second
demonstration task. The average macro-scale fuel grain and moderator shell temperatures
at each time step from the MAMMOTH simulation are provided to Raven to run
MAMMOTH eigenvalue simulations. Raven also randomly adjusts each material
temperature for multiple additional MAMMOTH eigenvalue simulations to determine the
feedback temperature coefficient at each original time step’s micro-scale material
temperature combination. This requires a Raven run to spawn Raven runs of many
MAMMOTH eigenvalue simulations.
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To isolate changes in feedback mechanisms due to changing fuel enrichment types,
comparable pulses with each prototypic fuel grain size are needed. Without feedback, HEU
and LEU fuel produce the same power profile if their macro-scale initial periods are the
same. The initial period is determined by evaluating
𝜏 =𝑠

=

𝑡 −𝑡
,
𝑃
ln
𝑃
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using two power values 𝑃 and 𝑃 at their corresponding times 𝑡 and 𝑡 . By varying initial
reactivity insertion of one pulse and tracking the resulting period, adjustments to initial
reactivity to match the other pulse’s target period eventually produce the same power
profile. Once periods match, initial reactivity is supplied to the MMPM model, which
includes feedback, producing comparable pulses, yet different power profiles due to
feedback changes.
The 4.56 %Δk/k HEU 10 μm radius pulse’s initial period is matched by the LEU 5 μm
radius pulse producing pulses that only vary by feedback mechanisms. HEU and LEU
prototypic fuel results are shown in Figure 27 and Figure 28, respectively. The
discontinuities in feedback coefficients are an artifact from linear interpolation of cross
sections by MAMMOTH and occur when a material temperature crosses a state point from
Table 15.
When comparing HEU feedback coefficients of the fuel grain and moderator shell, a
temperature change in the moderator shell dominates feedback; at 0.1 s the fuel grain
coefficient is 0.5 percent the value of the moderator shell value. Contrast this with LEU
feedback coefficients where at 0.1 s the fuel grain coefficient value is 14.4 percent of the
moderator shell value. LEU feedback coefficients at 0.1 s are 3344.7 percent and 116.8
percent the value of HEU feedback coefficients for the fuel grain and moderator shell,
respectively.
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Figure 27: HEU 10 μm radius eigenvalue (a) and feedback coefficients (b)

Figure 28: LEU 5 μm radius eigenvalue (a) and feedback coefficients (b)
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The behavior of forming temperature peaks as initial inserted reactivity increases presents
an interesting possibility when considering feedback coefficients. For HEU fuel,
temperature peaking in a fuel grain is insignificant due to such a small fuel grain
temperature feedback coefficient. Contrast this to a larger fuel grain temperature feedback
coefficient for LEU fuel. However, the prototypic fuel design with a 5 μm fuel grain radius
has not exhibited fuel grain peaking, even for the stronger pulse of Figure 28. With MMPM
separating feedback coefficients and showing a possibility of temperature peaking,
exploration of the design space for LEU fuel regarding microscopic fuel grain size
constraints must include both weak and strong pulses.
Using MAMMOTH eigenvalue simulations of the macro-scale domain (reflected cube
reactor) allows investigation into the reactivity over the temperature range covered by the
cross section library. With MMPM, average fuel grain and average moderator shell
temperatures are set to unique constant temperatures for each eigenvalue simulation. The
eigenvalue is then used as 𝑘 in equation 45 to calculate reactivity with 𝑘 set to unity
(critical). Linear interpolation of cross sections by MAMMOTH produces continuous
reactivity values with discontinuous first derivative values. Figure 29 and Figure 30 show
reactivity values over the temperature range covered by the cross section library for
prototypic fuel grain sizes, 10 μm radius for HEU fuel and 5 μm radius for LEU fuel, and
average temperature combinations from each pulse examined in Figure 27 and Figure 28.
Figure 29 shows that HEU fuel’s moderator temperature mainly determines reactivity
change due to nearly vertical dashed contour lines, which mark values of constant
reactivity. The LEU fuel in Figure 30 shows that fuel grain temperature has a larger effect
on reactivity for lower fuel grain temperatures than for higher fuel grain temperatures. The
HEU fuel results have a larger maximum reactivity than the LEU fuel results. The solid
temperature line for the HEU 10 μm radius fuel grain simulation with MMPM exhibits
temperature peaking behavior manifest as a curved line; the LEU 5 μm radius fuel grain
simulation with MMPM has a straight temperature line showing no peaking behavior.
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Figure 29: Reactivity values of HEU 10 μm radius fuel grain cross section library

Figure 30: Reactivity values of LEU 5 μm radius fuel grain cross section library
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6.3.3

Pulse Matching Demonstration

Further investigation with the prototypic fuel grain sizes on changes in pulse characteristics
is the third analysis task of the demonstration. Pulse characteristics of the 4.56 %Δk/k HEU
10 μm radius pulse are matched, similar to matching period from before, one at a time by
the LEU 5 μm radius MMPM model. Table 19 provides the comparison of pulse
characteristics as initial inserted reactivity, energy at the end of pulse time, full width at
half maximum (FWHM), peak core power, and initial period are matched. Figure 31,
Figure 32, and Figure 33 show the power, energy, and average temperatures profiles for all
matching pulses.
Table 19: Comparison of pulse characteristics
Characteristic
𝜌 [%Δk/k]
𝜏 [ms]
Pulse Time, 𝑡 [s]
Peak 𝑃
[GW]
Peak 𝑃
Time [s]
FWHM [ms]
𝐸
𝑡 [GJ]
𝑇

𝑡

[K]

HEU
4.56
18.3
0.456
22.24
0.274
109
2.726
787

Reactivity
4.56
22.0
0.519
15.16
0.318
121
2.064
693

Energy
5.43
17.5
0.434
23.53
0.261
103
2.724
787

FWHM
5.08
19.1
0.464
19.92
0.281
109
2.448
749

Peak Power
5.31
18.1
0.444
22.24
0.268
105
2.627
774

Period
5.25
18.3
0.449
21.63
0.271
106
2.580
767

The matching results generally show that LEU fuel requires more initial reactivity to
achieve similar pulse characteristics as HEU fuel. These results suggest that when only
adjusting initial reactivity insertion, LEU fuel cannot produce the same pulse profile as
HEU fuel. However, these results also suggest that a shaped pulse by altering reactivity
mid-pulse may be able to reproduce an HEU pulse profile shape.
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Figure 31: Power profiles of LEU pulses matching the HEU pulse characteristics
The three demonstration analysis tasks have shown MMPM to correctly capture behavior
found in TREAT due to micro-scale heterogeneity. The effects of heterogeneity at the
micro-scale are manifest as time lag and increased Doppler feedback between the standard
and MMPM models. The change in feedback mechanism being primarily from spectral
hardening promoting neutron leakage in HEU fuel to a combination of leakage and Doppler
broadening in LEU fuel is shown by separating the fuel grain and moderator material
temperatures when calculating feedback coefficients. Allowing the fuel grain and
moderator to be at independent temperatures allows an identification of fuel grain
temperature peaking behavior, which develops as inserted reactivity increases. The onset
of peaking beings at lower initial reactivity insertion values for larger fuel grains.
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Figure 32: Energy profiles of LEU pulses matching the HEU pulse characteristics

Figure 33: Temperatures of LEU pulses matching the HEU pulse characteristics
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7

CONCLUSIONS

With new simulation tools being used to analyze TREAT, new multi-physics and multiscale approaches are needed to predict pulse profiles. MMPM is developed for
implementation within MAMMOTH, providing a new capability to handle the unique
requirements of TREAT fuel, for both current HEU fuel and proposed LEU conversion
fuel. MMPM’s verification and demonstration explain the details of its implementation and
capabilities.
MMPM’s verification starts with comparisons of fundamental pieces of MMPM to
analytical solutions. These fundamental pieces are joined with more complex parts of
MMPM and are again compared to show the effect of adding complexity. This process
systematically builds until a final verification comparison. MMPM’s final verification
model shows the same behavior and similar solution as an explicit model of the same
domain. The verification process also outlines limitations and requirements of MMPM.
The demonstration of MMPM on a simple problem easily relatable to TREAT illustrates
MMPM’s capabilities. MMPM allows the fuel grain and moderator to be at independent
temperatures. MMPM allows fission energy to be distributed according to a fission
fragment damage track as heat, and this heat to diffuse outwards to the moderator through
a fission fragment damage layer. Feedback coefficients specific to each micro-scale
material are calculated with MMPM.
7.1

Significance of Work

During this research, requirements using multi-physics and multi-scale methods that were
not specifically developed for nuclear reactor analysis are repurposed providing an
applicability envelope to MMPM. The requirements are not limited only to MMPM but are
left fairly general to remain applicable to future multi-physics and multi-scale applications.
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MAMMOTH has been used to analyze TREAT and will likely analyze future experiments
for TREAT. An example of MMPM input files is included in the distribution of
MAMMOTH allowing user access to the capabilities offered. The modularity of
MAMMOTH and of MMPM promote flexibility to users for tailoring to meet needs
specific to the problem under investigation.
With an ongoing effort to predict how a conversion of TREAT to LEU fuel will affect
reactor performance, MMPM provides key insight into multi-physics and multi-scale
influences and interplay between the homogeneous macroscopic and heterogeneous
microscopic scales during reactor pulses. Time lag, increased Doppler feedback,
temperature peaking, and increased initial reactivity insertion are explored with MMPM
both in HEU fuel, serving as a baseline, and proposed LEU fuel.
7.2

Assumptions & Limitations

Even though MMPM has been verified and produces physics behavior predicted or
examined in literature, validation of the method is lacking. Experimental data for
microscopic heterogeneity effects on a macroscopic domain is not available for the
purposed of validation. The limitations of MMPM and the tabulation of cross sections from
Serpent 2 must be considered when comparing MMPM with experimental data.
To analyze other reactors besides TREAT, MMPM may not be applicable due to limiting
assumptions. MMPM assumes fission heat energy does not leave a reactor. Significant bulk
heat transfer out of a reactor invalidates the assumption of the micro-scale average
temperature field values being able to represent a bulk temperature profile, at least by the
moderator. For strong and fast pulse transients with a core designed for adiabatic operation,
low diffusivity of UO2 fuel grains and of fission fragment irradiation damage layer slows
heat diffusion into the graphite moderator shell and into a surrounding permanent reflector.
Slower and weaker pulses provide more time for heat to diffuse out of a reactor. As such,
MMPM is limited by the pulse time compared to the rate of heat energy leaving a reactor.
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7.3

Observations

The comparison with MMPM between HEU fuel and LEU fuel feedback mechanisms
shows that spectral hardening by increasing the graphite moderator temperature is a
macroscopic phenomenon promoting leakage. This leakage is delayed (time lag) with
respect to a fission event’s heat raising the temperature of the moderator. Contrast this to a
microscopic phenomenon of Doppler broadening due to a fuel grain’s temperature
increasing immediately with a fission event, except for those fission fragments which leave
the fuel grain. The relative strength of feedback mechanisms depends on the design of the
reactor at both a macroscopic and microscopic scale.
The results of comparing HEU and LEU fuel suggest that more initial inserted reactivity is
needed to produce similar pulses in LEU fuel. As a fresh fuel has no fission fragment
damage layer, initially the LEU fuel microscopic structure will have no insulation layer for
heat to pass through thus keeping fuel grains cooler. As LEU converted TREAT is used,
slightly more initial inserted reactivity may be required to produce the same pulse profile
of fresh LEU TREAT fuel due to the insulation layer becoming established. This insulating
damage layer then promotes the heating up of fuel grain particles causing immediate and
stronger Doppler broadening feedback.
7.4

Future Work

Future work to improve MMPM is divided into two categories: removal of limitations and
removal of the micro-scale simulations. The limitations that may be removed due to
improvements are:


MAMMOTH currently only uses linear interpolation for values in between cross
section grid points. MAMMOTH developers are aware of this limitation and are
planning on improving the interpolation scheme.



Micro-scale initial temperature conditions of constant profiles do not match macroscale neutron flux initial conditions. An extra initialization step may be included to
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find a proper temperature profile; however, the fidelity increase is thought to be
negligible.
The removal of the micro-scale unit cell would eliminate the computational resources
required to spawn simulations and the associated Picard iterations to converge all macroscale and micro-scale simulations. If a micro-scale is assumed to be a 1D spherically
symmetric geometry and a correlation is developed to relate average material temperatures
to heat flux across micro-scale material interfaces, a simplified heat equation and
correlation may be placed in MAMMOTH as equations next to the neutron transport
governing equation. MAMMOTH would calculate average material temperatures from this
simple heat equation at each mesh node without the need for Picard iterations.
MAMMOTH already has the capability to converge auxiliary equations at the same time
as governing equations. This improvement would reduce computational requirements but
locks the micro-scale geometry into a specific spherically symmetric unit cell. Contrast this
to the original MMPM micro-scale specification that allows for any micro-scale geometry.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A Instructions
These are the generalized steps taken to use the multi-scale, multi-physics pules method
(MMPM) during an analysis. Specific references for a step will appear in brackets after the
step description. The name in brackets matches an appendix containing the reference.
1. Determine enrichment.
2. Determine fuel grain size.
3. Calculate unit cell geometry characteristics to get unit cell size, material atomic
number densities, and fission fragment energy deposition fractions.
4. Select unit cell material temperatures to tabulate.
5. Create a Serpent 2 input file for each temperature combination with and without
added boron for starting a transient. [See Serpent 2 Input Example]
6. Run all Serpent 2 inputs.
7. Use xsgen (a utility Python script included in MMAMOTH) to create cross
section library from Serpent 2 outputs.
8. Join cross sections in library from both unit cell materials in preparation for
homogenization

by

MAMMOTH.

[See

Preparing

Cross

Sections

for

Homogenization Python Script]
9. Create a micro-scale mesh if not created in MAMMOTH’s input file.
10. Create a micro-scale MAMMOTH input file. [See MAMMOTH Micro-scale Input
Example]
11. Determine macro-scale geometry characteristics.
12. Create a macro-scale mesh if not creating in MAMMOTH’s input file.
13. Create an initial eigenvalue macro-scale MAMMOTH input file. [See MAMMOTH
Macro-scale Eigenvalue Input Example]
14. Select locations of micro-scale MAMMOTH simulations in the macro-scale
domain.
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15. Create transient macro-scale MAMMOTH input file. [See MAMMOTH Macroscale Transient Input Example]
16. Run MAMMOTH with a transient macro-scale input file.
17. Collect the results.
Appendix B Serpent 2 Input Example
% 20r heu
% Universe 2 is moderator; Universe 1 is the fuel grains in
xsgen XML file.
% Universe 1 is fuel grains
particle 1
uo2
% Filler universe surrounding the fuel particles: 2
cell 1 2 graphite -10

% cell name univ mat

% explicit fuel particles fuel model; universe 3
pbed 3 2 "heu_20r_sphere.inp"

% pbed univ fill "partilce

file"
cell 10 0 fill 3 -12 % inside of cube
cell 11 0 outside 12
surf 10 inf
surf 12 cube 0 0 0 0.439641637323
%%% Run Options %%%
set bc 2 % reflective
set acelib "ser_xsdir_endfb7.r1"
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% **** Neutron Population control ****
set pop 1000000 100 10 % # neutrons, cycles, skipped cycles
at beginning for tests
set gcu 0 1 2 3 % Universes with 0 being all
% **** Energy group control ****
ene phd6 1 1.0E-11 3.5E-8 4.0E-7 2.0E-6 1.76E-5 8.5E-4 2.0E+1
set nfg 6 3.5E-8 4.0E-7 2.0E-6 1.76E-5 8.5E-4
set micro phd6
%For small domain sizes need to increase this default is 5 I
think.
set nbuf 10
% **** Detectors ****
% The detector number is one above the universe number
det 1 du 0 de phd6
det 2 du 1 de phd6
det 3 du 2 de phd6
det 4 du 3 de phd6
% Remember the results are normalized by the volume
% And the error statistic is sigma / mu (std dev / average)
% --- UO2 Fuel Grain --mat uo2 sum tmp 350
92234.80c 2.25965595224e-04 % U-234 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
92235.80c 2.30539262387e-02 % U-235 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
92236.80c 1.07838082989e-04 % U-236 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
92238.80c 1.32149899884e-03 % U-238 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
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8016.80c

4.93996785510e-02 % O-16 atoms*10^24 / cm^3

8017.80c

1.87792805307e-05 % O-17 atoms*10^24 / cm^3

mat graphite sum moder grph 6000 tmp 300
6002.80c

3.69920668967e-02 % C-free atoms*10^24 / cm^3

6000.80c

5.32321558120e-02 % C-graph atoms*10^24 / cm^3

23050.80c 1.59981198299e-09 % V-50 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
23051.80c 6.38308189394e-07 % V-51 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
26054.80c 3.03650342740e-07 % Fe-54 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
26056.80c 4.76668668484e-06 % Fe-56 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
26057.80c 1.10085504143e-07 % Fe-57 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
26058.80c 1.46506023373e-08 % Fe-58 atoms*10^24 / cm^3
5010.80c

1.18001647927e-07 % B-10 atoms*10^24 / cm^3

5011.80c

4.74989486469e-07 % B-11 atoms*10^24 / cm^3

therm grph 300 grph.10t grph.11t
%therm grph grph.11t
Appendix C Preparing Cross Sections for Homogenization Python Script
#!/usr/bin/python
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*__doc__="""
Used to modify existing xml libraries for use in two
temperature homogenization of micro domain cross sections.
The
method makes use of the isotopes tag in the xml library.
"""
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
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def inputParams():
"""
Input parameters like file locations and stuff.
"""
inpar = (
'heu_5r_ht_6g_d.xml', # File in
'heu_5r_is_6g_d.xml' # File out
)
return inpar
def df_makeIso2tempXML(infile,outfile):
"""
Takes a single library with multiple materials and creates
a single
material

with

isotopes

of

the

given

fractions.

For

Diffusion XS.
"""
# Paring begins (with xml compliant library)
xstree = ET.parse(infile)
mainlib = xstree.getroot()
# Get next level down
toplib = mainlib[0]
# Change description and name to reflect modified library.
toplib.set('Name', outfile[:-4])
toplib.set('Description',

'Two

Temp

'

toplib.get('Description'))
# Change ID=1 pseudo to pseudo1, ID=2 to pseudo2, etc
react_len = 0

+
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delay_att = {}
for

mcsl

in

toplib.getiterator('Multigroup_Cross_Section_Library'):
# Depreciated 'getiterator' use 'iter' in the future
# Fix AllReactions to take the largest list from all ID
and put in ID=1
if len(mcsl.find('AllReactions').text) > react_len:
allreact = mcsl.find('AllReactions').text
react_len = len(allreact)
# Grab the DNPlambda node and data
delay_lambda = mcsl[8][0][0]
for k in ('I', 'L'):

#, 'NS'): # Use to have to find

NS
delay_att[k]=mcsl[8][0].get(k)
for iso in mcsl.getiterator('Isotope'):
iso.set('Name', 'pseudo' + mcsl.get('ID'))
firstlib = toplib.find('Multigroup_Cross_Section_Library')
firstlib.find('AllReactions').text = allreact
firstlib.set('Description', 'two temp homo')
firstlib.find('LibrarywiseReactions').text = 'DNPlambda'
libwi = ET.SubElement(firstlib, 'Librarywise', delay_att)
libwi.append(delay_lambda)
# Move isotopes to ID 1 matching gridIndex
for

mcsl

toplib.getiterator('Multigroup_Cross_Section_Library'):
if int(mcsl.get('ID'))==1:
for iso in mcsl.getiterator('Isotope'):
# Add Class attribute
iso.set('Class', 'Structure')

in
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# Remove DNPlambda nodes
iso.remove(iso.find('DNPlambda'))
else:
for table in mcsl.getiterator('Table'):
# Find the matching grid point in the first library
for table_one in firstlib.getiterator('Table'):
if
table.get('gridIndex')==table_one.get('gridIndex'): # Should
be OK
table[0].remove(table[0].find('DNPlambda'))
table_one.append(table[0])
# Delete all other IDs
for

mcsl

in

toplib.getiterator('Multigroup_Cross_Section_Library'):
if int(mcsl.get('ID'))!=1:
toplib.remove(mcsl)
# Output to new file
xstree.write(outfile)
return True
def tr_makeIso2tempXML(infile,outfile):
"""
Takes a single library with multiple materials and creates
a single
material

with

isotopes

of

the

given

fractions.

Transport XS.
"""
# Parsing begins
xstree = ET.parse(infile) # Well that was easy...
mainlib = xstree.getroot()

For
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# Get next level down
toplib = mainlib[0]
# Change description and name to reflect modified library.
toplib.set('Name', outfile[:-4])
toplib.set('Description',

'Two

Temp

'

+

toplib.get('Description'))
# Change ID=1 pseudo to pseudo1, ID=2 to pseudo2, etc
react_len = 0
delay_att = {}
for

mcsl

in

toplib.getiterator('Multigroup_Cross_Section_Library'):
# Depreciated 'getiterator' use 'iter' in the future
# Fix AllReactions to take the largest list from all ID
and put in ID=1
if len(mcsl.find('AllReactions').text) > react_len:
allreact = mcsl.find('AllReactions').text
react_len = len(allreact)
# Grab the DNPlambda node and data
delay_lambda = mcsl[8][0][0]
for k in ('I', 'L'):

#, 'NS'): # Use to have to find

NS
delay_att[k]=mcsl[8][0].get(k)
for iso in mcsl.getiterator('Isotope'):
iso.set('Name', 'pseudo' + mcsl.get('ID'))
firstlib = toplib.find('Multigroup_Cross_Section_Library')
firstlib.find('AllReactions').text = allreact
firstlib.set('Description', 'two temp homo')
firstlib.find('LibrarywiseReactions').text = 'DNPlambda'
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libwi = ET.SubElement(firstlib, 'Librarywise', delay_att)
libwi.append(delay_lambda)
# Move isotopes to ID 1 matching gridIndex
for

mcsl

in

toplib.getiterator('Multigroup_Cross_Section_Library'):
if int(mcsl.get('ID'))==1:
for iso in mcsl.getiterator('Isotope'):
# Add Class attribute
iso.set('Class', 'Structure')
# Remove DNPlambda nodes
iso.remove(iso.find('DNPlambda'))
else:
for table in mcsl.getiterator('Table'):
# Find the matching grid point in the first library
for table_one in firstlib.getiterator('Table'):
if
table.get('gridIndex')==table_one.get('gridIndex'): # Should
be OK
table[0].remove(table[0].find('DNPlambda'))
table_one.append(table[0])
# Delete all other IDs
for

mcsl

toplib.getiterator('Multigroup_Cross_Section_Library'):
if int(mcsl.get('ID'))!=1:
toplib.remove(mcsl)
# Output to new file
xstree.write(outfile)
return True
#Checks if command line or cubit

in
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if __name__ == '__main__' or __name__ == '__console__':
indata = inputParams()
#two_done = tr_makeIso2tempXML(indata[0], indata[1])
two_done = df_makeIso2tempXML(indata[0], indata[1])
Appendix D MAMMOTH Micro-scale Input Example
# 20r HEU with fragment damage layer
[Problem]
coord_type = RSPHERICAL
[]
[Mesh]
type = CartesianMesh # Remember in cm
dim = 1
dx = '0.0020 0.0014 0.0020 0.0218731905533' # cm
# radius particle, damage layer, transition graphite, b_r
- dam_lay - 2a_r
ix = '10 7 10 75' # number of elements
[]
[MeshModifiers]
[./set_damlay_id]
type = SubdomainBoundingBox
block_id = 11 # Damage Layer id
bottom_left = '-0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001'
top_right = '0.0034 0.0001 0.0001' # x should be a_r
[../]
[./set_grain_id]
type = SubdomainBoundingBox
depends_on = set_damlay_id
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block_id = 10 # Fuel grain id is now 10
bottom_left = '-0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001'
top_right = '0.0020 0.0001 0.0001' # x should be a_r
[../]
[]
[Variables]
[./temperature]
order = FIRST
family = LAGRANGE
initial_condition = 300.0 # K
[../]
[]
[Kernels]
[./HeatConduction]
type = HeatConduction
variable = temperature
[../]
[./HeatStorage]
type = HeatCapacityConductionTimeDerivative
variable = temperature
[../]
[./HeatSource_fg]
type = CoupledForce
v = PowerDensity
variable = temperature
block = 10
coef = 2001.12360371 # Scales to energy in grain
[../]
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[./HeatSource_dl]
type = CoupledForce
v = PowerDensity
variable = temperature
block = 11
coef = 136.645303439 # Scales to energy in damage layer
[../]
[]
# Boundary conditions are all adiabatic or symmetric which
are the same.
[AuxVariables]
[./PowerDensity]
order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL
[../]
[./IntegralPower]
order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL
[./InitialCondition]
type = ConstantIC
value = 0.0
[../]
[../]
[]
[AuxKernels]
[./PowerIntegrator]
type = VariableTimeIntegrationAux
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variable = IntegralPower #J/cm^3
variable_to_integrate = PowerDensity
execute_on = timestep_end
order = 2
[../]
[./SetPowerDensity]
type = SetAuxByPostprocessor
execute_on = 'timestep_begin timestep_end'
postproc_value = local_power_density # Not scaled
variable = PowerDensity
[../]
[]
[Postprocessors]
[./local_power_density]
type = Receiver
[../]
[./TotalPower]
type = ElementIntegralVariablePostprocessor
variable = PowerDensity
[../]
[./IntegratedPower]
type = ElementIntegralVariablePostprocessor
variable = IntegralPower
[../]
[./avg_graphtemp]
type = ElementAverageValue
block = '0 11'
variable = temperature
[../]
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[./avg_graintemp]
type = ElementAverageValue
block = 10
variable = temperature
[../]
[./avg_gr_rhocp]
type = ElementAverageMaterialProperty
block = '0 11'
mat_prop = 'heat_capacity'
[../]
[./avg_gr_kth]
type = ElementAverageMaterialProperty
block = '0 11'
mat_prop = 'thermal_conductivity'
[../]
[./avg_fg_rhocp]
type = ElementAverageMaterialProperty
block = 10
mat_prop = 'heat_capacity'
[../]
[./avg_fg_kth]
type = ElementAverageMaterialProperty
block = 10
mat_prop = 'thermal_conductivity'
[../]
[./delta_time]
type = TimestepSize
[../]
[./nl_steps]
type = NumNonlinearIterations
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[../]
[./lin_steps]
type = NumLinearIterations
[../]
[]
[Materials]
# Pure Graphite
[./graph_kth]
type = GenericConstantMaterial
block = 0
prop_names = 'thermal_conductivity'
prop_values = '0.3014' # W/cm K
[../]
[./graph_rho_cp]
type = ParsedMaterial
block = '0 11' # Irradiation does not affect rho * cp
constant_names = 'rho_gr'
constant_expressions = '0.0018' # kg/cm3
args = 'temperature' # Variable
f_name = 'heat_capacity' # Property name
function = 'rho_gr / (11.07 * pow(temperature, -1.644) +
0.0003688 * pow(temperature, 0.02191))' # J/cm3 K
[../]
# Fission Damaged Graphite
[./damlay_kth]
type = GenericConstantMaterial
block = 11 # Damage layer of graphite
prop_names = 'thermal_conductivity'
prop_values = '0.01046' # W/cm K
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[../]
# Fuel Grain UO2
[./grain_kth]
type = ParsedMaterial
block = 10
constant_names = 'beta p_vol sigma kap3x'
constant_expressions = '1.0 0.05 1.5 1.0'
args = 'temperature' # Variable
f_name = 'thermal_conductivity' # Property name
function = 'lt := temperature / 1000.0; fresh := (100.0
/ (6.548 + 23.533 * lt) + 6400.0 * exp(-16.35 / lt) / pow(lt,
5.0/2.0)) / 100.0; kap1d := (1.09 / pow(beta, 3.265) + 0.0643
*

sqrt(temperature)

/

sqrt(beta))

*

atan(1.0

/

(1.09

/

pow(beta, 3.265) + sqrt(temperature) * 0.0643 / sqrt(beta)));
kap1p := 1.0 + 0.019 * beta / ((3.0 - 0.019 * beta) * (1.0 +
exp(-(temperature - 1200.0) / 100.0))); kap2p := (1.0 - p_vol)
/ (1.0 + (sigma - 1.0) * p_vol); kap4r := 1.0 - 0.2 / (1.0 +
exp((temperature - 900.0) / 80.0)); fresh * kap1d * kap1p *
kap2p * kap3x * kap4r'
# Divided fresh by 100 to get it into cm
[../]
[./grain_rho_cp]
type = ParsedMaterial
block = 10
constant_names = 'rho_fg'
constant_expressions = '0.010963' # kg/cm3
args = 'temperature' # Variable
f_name = 'heat_capacity' # Property name
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function = 'lt := temperature / 1000.0; fink_cp := 52.1743
+ 87.951 * lt - 84.2411 * pow(lt, 2) + 31.542 * pow(lt, 3) 2.6334 * pow(lt, 4) - 0.71391 * pow(lt, -2); rho_fg * fink_cp
/ 267.2 * 1000.0' # J/cm3 K
[../]
[]
[Preconditioning]
[./SMP_full]
type = SMP
full = true
solve_type = 'PJFNK'
petsc_options_iname
ksp_gmres_restart

=

'-pc_type

-pc_hypre_type

-pc_hypre_boomeramg_max_iter

pc_hypre_boomeramg_tol'
petsc_options_value = 'hypre boomeramg 101 20 1.0e-6'
petsc_options = '-snes_ksp_ew -snes_converged_reason'
[../]
[]
[Executioner]

#Kind of ominous, eh?

type = Transient
start_time = 0.0
end_time = 10.0
l_tol = 1e-3
l_max_its = 100
nl_max_its = 200
nl_abs_tol = 1e-8
nl_rel_tol = 1e-8

-
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[./TimeStepper]
type = ConstantDT
dt = 0.005
growth_factor = 1.5
[../]
[]
[Outputs]
interval = 1
csv = true
exodus = true
[./console]
type = Console
output_linear = true
output_nonlinear = true
[../]
[]
# vi:filetype=moose_fw
Appendix E MAMMOTH Macro-scale Eigenvalue Input Example
# Simple Reflected Cube Reactor Eigenvalue
# Units are W, kg, J, cm
[Debug]
show_var_residual_norms = true
[]
[Mesh]
# Simple Reflected Cube Reactor
type = CartesianMesh
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dim = 3
# Start at zero, half core length reflector thickness; 1/8th
symmetric
dx = '67.58663568 60.96'
dy = '67.58663568 60.96'
dz = '67.58663568 60.96'
# Element size: reflector 5.08 cm and core 4.827616834 cm
# 14 in half-core, 12 in reflector
uniform_refine = 0
ix = '14 12'
iy = '14 12'
iz = '14 12'
[]
[MeshModifiers]
[./set_core_id]
type = SubdomainBoundingBox
block_id = 10 # Core id is now 10
bottom_left = '0.0 0.0 0.0'
top_right = '67.58663568 67.58663568 67.58663568'
[../]
[]
[TransportSystems]
particle = neutron
equation_type = eigenvalue
for_adjoint = false
G = 6

#Number of energy groups

# In 3D, back = 0, bottom = 1, right = 2, top = 3, left =
4, front = 5
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# back is -z, bottom is -y, right is +x
#Boundary Conditions#
VacuumBoundary = '2 3 5'
ReflectingBoundary = '0 1 4'
[./diffing]
scheme = CFEM-Diffusion
family = LAGRANGE
order = FIRST
n_delay_groups = 6

#Number of delay neutron groups

fission_source_as_material = true
[../]
[]
[AuxVariables]
[./temperature]
order = FIRST
family = LAGRANGE
initial_condition = 300.0 # [K]
[../]
[./Boron_Conc]
order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL
initial_condition = 1.7993366040375753 # Initial Boron
State
[../]
[./PowerDensity]
order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL
block = '10'
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[../]
[./IntegralPower]
order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL
block = 10
initial_condition = 0.0
[../]
[./avg_coretemp]
order = FIRST
family = LAGRANGE
block = 0
initial_condition = 300.0 # [K]
[../]
[]
[AuxKernels]
[./PowerDensityCalc]
type = VectorReactionRate
scalar_flux

=

'sflux_g0

sflux_g1

sflux_g4 sflux_g5' # 6 energy group
variable = PowerDensity
cross_section = kappa_sigma_fission
block = '10'
execute_on = 'initial linear'
scale_factor = PowerScaling
dummies = UnscaledTotalPower
[../]
[./Powerintegrator]
type = VariableTimeIntegrationAux
variable = IntegralPower #J/cm^3

sflux_g2

sflux_g3
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variable_to_integrate = PowerDensity
block = 10
execute_on = timestep_end
[../]
[./Set_coreT]
type = SetAuxByPostprocessor
postproc_value = avg_coretemp
variable = avg_coretemp
block = 0
execute_on = 'linear timestep_end'
[../]
[]
[Postprocessors]
[./UnscaledTotalPower]
type = FluxRxnIntegral
block = 10
coupled_flux_groups

=

'sflux_g0

sflux_g1

sflux_g2

sflux_g3 sflux_g4 sflux_g5'
cross_section = kappa_sigma_fission
execute_on = linear
[../]
[./PowerScaling]
type = PowerModulateFactor
power_pp = UnscaledTotalPower
execute_on = linear
# 100 kW for entire TREAT
rated_power = 12500.0 #W initial power level (1/8th core)
[../]
[./avg_coretemp]
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type = ElementAverageValue
block = 10
variable = temperature
execute_on = linear
outputs = all
[../]
[./avg_refltemp]
type = ElementAverageValue
block = 0
variable = temperature
execute_on = linear
outputs = all
[../]
[./avg_powerden]
type = ElementAverageValue
variable = PowerDensity
block = 10
execute_on = timestep_end
outputs = all
[../]
[./ScaledTotalPower]
type = ElementIntegralVariablePostprocessor
block = 10
variable = PowerDensity
execute_on = linear
[../]
[./IntegratedPower]
type = ElementIntegralVariablePostprocessor
block = 10
variable = IntegralPower
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execute_on = timestep_end
[../]
[./delta_time]
type = TimestepSize
[../]
[./nl_steps]
type = NumNonlinearIterations
[../]
[./lin_steps]
type = NumLinearIterations
[../]
[./Eq_TREAT_Power]
type = ScalePostprocessor
value = avg_powerden
scaling_factor = 2469860.77609 #TREAT fuel mixture volume
cm^3
[../]
[]
[Materials]
# Mixture Properties
[./neut_mix]
grid_variables = 'temperature temperature Boron_Conc'
grid_names = 'Tfuel Tmod Rod'
densities = '0.999605649726 0.000394350273597' # Must add
to 1 (for this library)
isotopes = 'pseudo1 pseudo2' # 1 is graphite, 2 is UO2
type = CoupledFeedbackNeutronicsMaterial
block = 10
material_id = 1
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plus = true
library_file = 'heu_20r_is_6g_d.xml'
library_name = heu_20r_is_6g_d
[../]
[./kth] # Volume weighted harmonic mean
type = ParsedMaterial
block = 10
constant_names = 'vol_fg vol_fl vol_gr gr_kth fl_kth beta
p_vol sigma kap3x'
constant_expressions

=

'3.35103216383e-08

1.31125888571e-07 8.48113962206e-05 0.3014 0.01046 1.0 0.05
1.5 1.0' # cm3 x3, W/cm K x2
args = 'temperature' # Variable
f_name = 'thermal_conductivity' # Property name
function = 'lt := temperature / 1000.0; fresh := (100.0
/ (6.548 + 23.533 * lt) + 6400.0 * exp(-16.35 / lt) / pow(lt,
5.0/2.0)) / 100.0; kap1d := (1.09 / pow(beta, 3.265) + 0.0643
*

sqrt(temperature)

/

sqrt(beta))

*

atan(1.0

/

(1.09

/

pow(beta, 3.265) + sqrt(temperature) * 0.0643 / sqrt(beta)));
kap1p := 1.0 + 0.019 * beta / ((3.0 - 0.019 * beta) * (1.0 +
exp(-(temperature - 1200.0) / 100.0))); kap2p := (1.0 - p_vol)
/ (1.0 + (sigma - 1.0) * p_vol); kap4r := 1.0 - 0.2 / (1.0 +
exp((temperature - 900.0) / 80.0)); fg_kth := fresh * kap1d
* kap1p * kap2p * kap3x * kap4r; (vol_fg + vol_fl + vol_gr)
/ (vol_fg / fg_kth + vol_fl / fl_kth + vol_gr / gr_kth)' #
W/cm K
# Divided fg_kth by 100 to get it into cm
[../]
[./rho_cp] # Volume weighted arithmetic mean (Irradiation
has no effect)
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type = ParsedMaterial
block = 10
constant_names = 'vol_fg vol_gr rho_gr rho_fg' # vol_gr
here includes damaged layer volume
constant_expressions

=

'3.35103216383e-08

8.49425221091e-05 0.0018 0.010963' # cm3 x2, kg/cm3 x2
args = 'temperature' # Variable
f_name = 'heat_capacity' # Property name
function = 'lt := temperature / 1000.0; gr_rhocp := rho_gr
/

(11.07

*

pow(temperature,

-1.644)

+

0.0003688

*

pow(temperature, 0.02191)); fink_cp := 52.1743 + 87.951 * lt
- 84.2411 * pow(lt, 2) + 31.542 * pow(lt, 3) - 2.6334 *
pow(lt, 4) - 0.71391 * pow(lt, -2); fg_rhocp := rho_fg *
fink_cp / 267.2 * 1000.0; (vol_fg * fg_rhocp + vol_gr *
gr_rhocp) / (vol_fg + vol_gr)'
[../]
# Reflector
[./neut_refl]
grid_variables = 'temperature avg_coretemp Boron_Conc'
grid_names = 'Trefl Tcore Rod'
densities = '1'
isotopes = 'pseudo'
type = CoupledFeedbackNeutronicsMaterial
block = 0
material_id = 2
plus = true
library_file = 'heu_macro_6g.xml'
library_name = heu_macro_6g
[../]
[./ref_kth]
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type = GenericConstantMaterial
block = 0
prop_names = 'thermal_conductivity'
prop_values = '0.3014' # W/cm K
[../]
[./ref_rho_cp]
type = ParsedMaterial
block = '0'
constant_names = 'rho_gr'
constant_expressions = '0.0018' # kg/cm3
args = 'temperature' # Variable
f_name = 'heat_capacity' # Property name
function = 'rho_gr / (11.07 * pow(temperature, -1.644) +
0.0003688 * pow(temperature, 0.02191))' # J/cm3 K
[../]
[]
[Preconditioning]
[./SMP_full]
type = SMP
full = true
solve_type = 'PJFNK'
petsc_options_iname
ksp_gmres_restart

=

'-pc_type

-pc_hypre_type

-pc_hypre_boomeramg_max_iter

pc_hypre_boomeramg_tol'
petsc_options_value = 'hypre boomeramg 101 20 1.0e-6'
petsc_options = '-snes_ksp_ew -snes_converged_reason'
[../]
[]

-
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[Executioner]

#Kind of ominous, eh?

type = NonlinearEigen
free_power_iterations = 8
l_tol = 1e-4
l_max_its = 100
nl_max_its = 200
nl_abs_tol = 1e-8
nl_rel_tol = 1e-7
source_abs_tol = 1e-8
[]
[Outputs]
interval = 1
csv = true
[./console]
type = Console
output_linear = true
output_nonlinear = true
[../]
[./exodus]
type = Exodus
[../]
[]
# vi:filetype=moose_fw
Appendix F MAMMOTH Macro-scale Transient Input Example
# Simple Reflected Cube Reactor Transient
# Units are W, kg, J, cm
[Debug]
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show_var_residual_norms = true
[]
[Mesh]
# Simple Reflected Cube Reactor
type = CartesianMesh
dim = 3
# Start at zero, half core length reflector thickness; 1/8th
symmetric
dx = '67.58663568 60.96'
dy = '67.58663568 60.96'
dz = '67.58663568 60.96'
# Element size: reflector 5.08 cm and core 4.827616834 cm
# 14 in half-core, 12 in reflector
uniform_refine = 0
ix = '14 12'
iy = '14 12'
iz = '14 12'
[]
[MeshModifiers]
[./set_core_id]
type = SubdomainBoundingBox
block_id = 10 # Core id is now 10
bottom_left = '0.0 0.0 0.0'
top_right = '67.58663568 67.58663568 67.58663568'
[../]
[]
[MultiApps]
[./initial_solve]
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type = FullSolveMultiApp
app_type = MammothApp
execute_on = initial
positions = '0 0 0'
input_files = 'init_refcube.i'
[../]
[./init_adj] # Remember to turn on adjoint for PKE check
type = FullSolveMultiApp
app_type = MammothApp
execute_on = initial
positions = '0 0 0'
input_files = 'adj_refcube.i'
[../]
[./micro]
type = TransientMultiApp
app_type = MammothApp
execute_on = timestep_end
input_files = 'ht_20r_heu_fl.i'
positions_file = 'refcube_sub_micro.txt'
max_procs_per_app = 1
[../]
[]
[Transfers]
[./copy_flux]
type = TransportSystemVariableTransfer
multi_app = initial_solve
direction = from_multiapp
execute_on = initial
from_transport_system = diffing
to_transport_system = diffing
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scale_with_keff = false
[../]
[./copy_pp] # Scales everything to the initial power.
type = MultiAppPostprocessorTransfer
direction = from_multiapp
reduction_type = maximum
from_postprocessor = UnscaledTotalPower
to_postprocessor = UnscaledTotalPower
multi_app = initial_solve
execute_on = initial
[../]
[./copy_sf] # Scales factor
type = MultiAppPostprocessorTransfer
direction = from_multiapp
reduction_type = maximum
from_postprocessor = PowerScaling
to_postprocessor = PowerScaling
multi_app = initial_solve
execute_on = initial
[../]
#Below are communication for adjoint IQS for PKE
[./copy_adjoint_vars]
type = MultiAppVariableTransfer
execute_on = initial
direction = from_multiapp
multi_app = init_adj
from_variables = 'sflux_g0 sflux_g1 sflux_g2 sflux_g3
sflux_g4 sflux_g5'
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to_variables

=

adjoint_flux_g2

'adjoint_flux_g0
adjoint_flux_g3

adjoint_flux_g1
adjoint_flux_g4

adjoint_flux_g5'
[../]
#Below are communication for Multiscale with micro-subs
[./powden_down]
type = MultiAppVariableValueSamplePostprocessorTransfer
direction = to_multiapp
multi_app = micro
source_variable = PowerDensity
postprocessor = local_power_density
[../]
[./modtemp_up]
type = MultiAppPostprocessorInterpolationTransfer
direction = from_multiapp
multi_app = micro
variable = temp_ms
postprocessor = avg_graphtemp
power = 2
num_points = 6
[../]
[./graintemp_up]
type = MultiAppPostprocessorInterpolationTransfer
direction = from_multiapp
multi_app = micro
variable = temp_fg
postprocessor = avg_graintemp
power = 2
num_points = 6
[../]
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[]
[TransportSystems]
particle = neutron
equation_type = transient
for_adjoint = false
G = 6

#Number of energy groups

# In 3D, back = 0, bottom = 1, right = 2, top = 3, left =
4, front = 5
# back is -z, bottom is -y, right is +x
#Boundary Conditions#
VacuumBoundary = '2 3 5'
ReflectingBoundary = '0 1 4'
[./diffing]
scheme = CFEM-Diffusion
family = LAGRANGE
order = FIRST
n_delay_groups = 6

#Number of delay neutron groups

fission_source_as_material = true
[../]
[]
[Variables]
[./temperature]
order = FIRST
family = LAGRANGE
scaling = 1e-8
initial_condition = 300.0 # K
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[../]
[]
[Kernels] # Block limit heat here with all block = 10
[./HeatConduction]
type = HeatConduction
variable = temperature
[../]
[./HeatStorage]
type = HeatCapacityConductionTimeDerivative
variable = temperature
[../]
[./HeatSource]
type = CoupledForce
v = PowerDensity
variable = temperature
block = 10
[../]
[]
# Boundary conditions are all adiabatic for heat equation.
[Functions]
[./boron_state]
type = PiecewiseLinear
x = '0.0 0.005 30'
y = '1.7993366040375753 2.0 2.0'
[../]
[]
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[AuxVariables]
[./Boron_Conc]
order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL
initial_condition = 1.7993366040375753 # Initial Boron
State
[../]
[./PowerDensity]
order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL
block = '10'
[../]
[./IntegralPower]
order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL
block = 10
initial_condition = 0.0
[../]
[./avg_coretemp]
order = FIRST
family = LAGRANGE
block = 0
initial_condition = 300.0 # [K]
[../]
[./temp_fg] #Fuel Grain
order = FIRST
family = LAGRANGE
block = 10
initial_condition = 300.0 # [K]
[../]
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[./temp_ms] #Moderator Shell
order = FIRST
family = LAGRANGE
block = 10
initial_condition = 300.0 # [K]
[../]
[]
[AuxKernels]
[./pulse_boron]
type = FunctionAux
function = boron_state
variable = Boron_Conc
execute_on = timestep_end
[../]
[./PowerDensityCalc]
type = VectorReactionRate
scalar_flux

=

'sflux_g0

sflux_g1

sflux_g4 sflux_g5' # 6 energy group
variable = PowerDensity
cross_section = kappa_sigma_fission
block = '10'
execute_on = 'initial linear'
scale_factor = PowerScaling
dummies = UnscaledTotalPower
[../]
[./Powerintegrator]
type = VariableTimeIntegrationAux
variable = IntegralPower #J/cm^3
variable_to_integrate = PowerDensity

sflux_g2

sflux_g3
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block = 10
execute_on = timestep_end
[../]
[./Set_coreT]
type = SetAuxByPostprocessor
postproc_value = avg_coretemp
variable = avg_coretemp
block = 0
execute_on = 'linear timestep_end'
[../]
[]
[Postprocessors]
[./UnscaledTotalPower]
type = Receiver
outputs = none
[../]
[./PowerScaling]
type = Receiver
outputs = none
[../]
[./avg_coretemp]
type = ElementAverageValue
block = 10
variable = temp_ms
execute_on = linear
outputs = all
[../]
[./avg_refltemp]
type = ElementAverageValue
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block = 0
variable = temperature
execute_on = linear
outputs = all
[../]
[./max_tempms]
type = ElementExtremeValue
block = '10'
outputs = all
value_type = max
variable = temp_ms
[../]
[./max_tempfg]
type = ElementExtremeValue
block = '10'
outputs = all
value_type = max
variable = temp_fg
[../]
[./avg_ms_temp]
type = ElementAverageValue
block = 10
variable = temp_ms
outputs = all
[../]
[./avg_fg_temp]
type = ElementAverageValue
block = 10
variable = temp_fg
outputs = all
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[../]
[./avg_powerden]
type = ElementAverageValue
variable = PowerDensity
block = 10
execute_on = timestep_end
outputs = all
[../]
[./peak_avgPD]
type = TimeExtremeValue
value_type = max
execute_on = timestep_end
postprocessor = avg_powerden
[../]
[./powden_ratio]
type = PostprocessorRatio
numerator = avg_powerden
denominator = peak_avgPD
execute_on = timestep_end
[../]
[./der1_avgPD]
type = ElementAverageTimeDerivative
execute_on = timestep_end
block = 10
variable = PowerDensity
[../]
[./peak_der1avgPD]
type = TimeExtremeValue
value_type = max
execute_on = timestep_end
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postprocessor = der1_avgPD
[../]
[./der1PD_ratio]
type = PostprocessorRatio
numerator = der1_avgPD
denominator = peak_der1avgPD
execute_on = timestep_end
[../]
[./ScaledTotalPower]
type = ElementIntegralVariablePostprocessor
block = 10
variable = PowerDensity
execute_on = linear
[../]
[./IntegratedPower]
type = ElementIntegralVariablePostprocessor
block = 10
variable = IntegralPower
execute_on = timestep_end
[../]
[./delta_time]
type = TimestepSize
[../]
[./nl_steps]
type = NumNonlinearIterations
[../]
[./lin_steps]
type = NumLinearIterations
[../]
[./Eq_TREAT_Power]
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type = ScalePostprocessor
value = avg_powerden
scaling_factor = 2469860.77609 #TREAT fuel mixture volume
cm^3
[../]
[]
[UserObjects]
[./der_pulse_end]
type = Terminator
execute_on = timestep_end
expression = '(powden_ratio < 0.25) & (abs(der1PD_ratio)
< 0.04)'
[../]
[]
[Materials]
# Mixture Properties
[./neut_mix]
grid_variables = 'temp_fg temp_ms Boron_Conc'
grid_names = 'Tfuel Tmod Rod'
densities = '0.999605649726 0.000394350273597' # Must add
to 1 (for this library)
isotopes = 'pseudo1 pseudo2' # 1 is graphite, 2 is UO2
type = CoupledFeedbackNeutronicsMaterial
block = 10
material_id = 1
plus = true
library_file = 'heu_20r_is_6g_d.xml'
library_name = heu_20r_is_6g_d
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[../]
[./kth] # Volume weighted harmonic mean
type = ParsedMaterial
block = 10
constant_names = 'vol_fg vol_fl vol_gr gr_kth fl_kth beta
p_vol sigma kap3x'
constant_expressions

=

'3.35103216383e-08

1.31125888571e-07 8.48113962206e-05 0.3014 0.01046 1.0 0.05
1.5 1.0' # cm3 x3, W/cm K x2
args = 'temp_fg' # Variable
f_name = 'thermal_conductivity' # Property name
function = 'lt := temp_fg / 1000.0; fresh := (100.0 /
(6.548 + 23.533 * lt) + 6400.0 * exp(-16.35 / lt) / pow(lt,
5.0/2.0)) / 100.0; kap1d := (1.09 / pow(beta, 3.265) + 0.0643
* sqrt(temp_fg) / sqrt(beta)) * atan(1.0 / (1.09 / pow(beta,
3.265) + sqrt(temp_fg) * 0.0643 / sqrt(beta))); kap1p := 1.0
+ 0.019 * beta / ((3.0 - 0.019 * beta) * (1.0 + exp(-(temp_fg
- 1200.0) / 100.0))); kap2p := (1.0 - p_vol) / (1.0 + (sigma
- 1.0) * p_vol); kap4r := 1.0 - 0.2 / (1.0 + exp((temp_fg 900.0) / 80.0)); fg_kth := fresh * kap1d * kap1p * kap2p *
kap3x * kap4r; (vol_fg + vol_fl + vol_gr) / (vol_fg / fg_kth
+ vol_fl / fl_kth + vol_gr / gr_kth)' # W/cm K
# Divided fg_kth by 100 to get it into cm
[../]
[./rho_cp] # Volume weighted arithmetic mean (Irradiation
has no effect)
type = ParsedMaterial
block = 10
constant_names = 'vol_fg vol_gr rho_gr rho_fg' # vol_gr
here includes damaged layer volume
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constant_expressions

=

'3.35103216383e-08

8.49425221091e-05 0.0018 0.010963' # cm3 x2, kg/cm3 x2
args = 'temp_fg temp_ms' # Variable
f_name = 'heat_capacity' # Property name
function = 'lt := temp_fg / 1000.0; gr_rhocp := rho_gr /
(11.07 * pow(temp_ms, -1.644) + 0.0003688 * pow(temp_ms,
0.02191)); fink_cp := 52.1743 + 87.951 * lt - 84.2411 *
pow(lt, 2) + 31.542 * pow(lt, 3) - 2.6334 * pow(lt, 4) 0.71391 * pow(lt, -2); fg_rhocp := rho_fg * fink_cp / 267.2
* 1000.0; (vol_fg * fg_rhocp + vol_gr * gr_rhocp) / (vol_fg
+ vol_gr)'
[../]
# Reflector
[./neut_refl]
grid_variables = 'temperature avg_coretemp Boron_Conc'
grid_names = 'Trefl Tcore Rod'
densities = '1'
isotopes = 'pseudo'
type = CoupledFeedbackNeutronicsMaterial
block = 0
material_id = 2
plus = true
library_file = 'heu_macro_6g.xml'
library_name = heu_macro_6g
[../]
[./ref_kth]
type = GenericConstantMaterial
block = 0
prop_names = 'thermal_conductivity'
prop_values = '0.3014' # W/cm K
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[../]
[./ref_rho_cp]
type = ParsedMaterial
block = '0'
constant_names = 'rho_gr'
constant_expressions = '0.0018' # kg/cm3
args = 'temperature' # Variable
f_name = 'heat_capacity' # Property name
function = 'rho_gr / (11.07 * pow(temperature, -1.644) +
0.0003688 * pow(temperature, 0.02191))' # J/cm3 K
[../]
[]
[Preconditioning]
[./SMP_full]
type = SMP
full = true
solve_type = 'PJFNK'
petsc_options_iname
ksp_gmres_restart

=

'-pc_type

-pc_hypre_type

-pc_hypre_boomeramg_max_iter

pc_hypre_boomeramg_tol'
petsc_options_value = 'hypre boomeramg 101 20 1.0e-6'
petsc_options = '-snes_ksp_ew -snes_converged_reason'
[../]
[]
[Executioner]

#Kind of ominous, eh?

type = IQS
do_iqs_transient = false
pke_param_csv = '20r_pke.csv'

-
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start_time = 0.0
end_time = 10.0 # [s]
dtmin = 1e-7
# Captian Picard
picard_max_its = 10
picard_abs_tol = 1e-7
picard_rel_tol = 1e-7
l_tol = 1e-3
l_max_its = 100
nl_max_its = 200
nl_abs_tol = 1e-7
nl_rel_tol = 1e-7
[./TimeStepper]
type = ConstantDT
dt = 0.005
growth_factor = 1.5
[../]
[]
[Outputs]
interval = 1
csv = true
[./console]
type = Console
output_linear = true
output_nonlinear = true
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[../]
[./exodus]
type = Exodus
[../]
[]
# vi:filetype=moose_fw
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